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Wetmore I 
Danielle Wetmore 
Making Makeup Respectable: 
Cosmetics Advertising During the Great Depression 
Analysis of the politics of the advertising of cosmetics in national, mainstream, 
middle-class, women's magazines (Ladies Home Journal) and mainstream, middle-class, 
general interest periodicals (Life and Saturday Evening Post) in the 1930s provide 
important insight into the Great Depression. Scholars have established that 
advertisements can help uncover the cultural and social norms and ideals of a society as 
well as the aspirations of the advertisers who created the ads. In fact, ads reflect and 
shape cultural norms, ideals, and visual stereotypes, and offer insight into consumption 
practices and the shifting shape of the "American Dream," consumption, and social 
mobility. Ads were created to appeal to large segments of society in order to sell a 
product, which needed to be framed so many people could imagine its application in their 
lives. Through the examination of these applications, societal patterns are revealed. 
To understand the correlation between cosmetics, advertising, and gender norms 
and ideals, a clear definition of beauty culture must be established. The relationship 
between women, their perceptions of beauty and its stereotypes, cosmetic as a product for 
consumption, and the industry, which includes the advertisements, creates the boundaries 
of beauty culture. Kathy Peiss provides a definition for the meaning of makeup versus 
other names for cosmetics by writing, "the term 'makeup' ... connoted a medium of self-
expression in a consumer society where identity had become a purchasable style."[ 
Actively engaging in consumer society was central to beauty culture, which made 
IKathy Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1998),4. 
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advertisements an important aspect of the culture. Peiss also presents beauty culture "not 
only as a type of commerce, but as a system of meaning that helped women navigate the 
changing conditions of modern social experiment.,,2 Lois Banner alludes to beauty 
culture in stating, "the pursuit of beauty and its attendant features, fashion and dress, has 
... bound together women of different classes, regions, and ethnic groups and constituted a 
key element in women's separate experience of life.") Makeup advertisements for the 
period illuminate the key aspects of beauty culture and the need for legitimization of the 
makeup products. 
The Natural Look 
Upon examining the makeup ads of the 1930s it becomes strikingly evident that 
looking natural was sold to 1930s consumers. The natural look was used in a broad 
cross-section of the makeup ads in Ladies' Home Journal, Life, and The Saturday 
Evening Post during the Great Depression. Looking natural did not have a clear meaning 
in the ads because natural was used differently by different agencies and different 
products, which was due to the layers of meaning and historic implications of the word 
natural. Promoting natural was an effective strategy for producers to sell a product. In 
the 1930s, natural was code for safety, specifically physical safety as well as social 
legitimization. When a company wrote that their product was safe or simply supported 
the natural look the language was speaking to two very real sets of concerns about 
makeup. One was consumers' physical well being when using the product; the other was 
a concern about the social legitimacy of the product. The "natural look" was created to 
help legitimize makeup through the available outlets of the mass media. 
2 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 6 
) Lois W. Banner, American Beauty (Chicago: The Chicago University Press, 1983),3. 
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Paint had a history of being deemed dangerous from its roots in prostitution and 
stage performance. Peiss places the societal concerns of makeup or paint together 
stating, "paints, were literally another matter: Made from dangerous chemicals and secret 
formulas, they acted against the body, nature ethics, and social order: Masking paint, 
wicked women, tarnished merchandise, sexual corruption, racial inferiority" were all 
fears linked to paint. 4 
Not Paint, Makeup 
The natural look as a mechanism aided the vocabulary shift from paint to makeup. 
Advertisers worked hard to disassociate the makeup being advertised from paint, they 
were presented as two sides of a group of products. Paint had negative connotations, 
while makeup was framed positively. Peiss stated, "this shift in language - from paint to 
makeup - indicated that face coloring too could be considered an essential finishing 
touch in women's daily beauty ritual."s Makeup was molded into a legitimate product 
allowed in daily routine and on a woman's face as an added expected feature; paint 
however, was reinforced as a negative product. The shift in the language from paint to 
makeup also mirrored another shift in the culture, which was the shift from emphasizing 
character to emphasizing personality. Susman noted, "By the nineteenth century 
character was a key word in the vocabulary of Englishmen and Americans.,,6 During the 
nineteenth century was when paint was considered immoral for hiding character. The 
rise of the mass culture, specifically mass media prompted cultural desire to be 
distinguishable and shifted the cultural emphasis to personality. Susman defined 
4Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 36. 
5 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 86. 
6 Warren 1. Susman, Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the 
Twentieth Century (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985),273. 
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personality as, "'the quality of being somebody.",7 Paint masked bad character, but 
makeup helped define a woman's personality to make her identifiable in the crowd. 
Many of the makeup advertisements claim to give the user a more youthful appearance or 
warn against products that may age the consumer. The calls for youthful appearance 
were tied to the emerging youth culture, which began to rise, according to Kelly Schrum 
author of Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence o/Teenage Girls' Culture, 1920-1945, 
in the late nineteenth century. In the late nineteenth century the recognition of youth was 
begging with reformers and educators, but it was not a developed theory.8 In the 1920s a 
separate youth culture began to appear; Shrum claims the development of youth culture 
was linked to High School enrollment. Youth in the 1920s was older than we recognize 
it today, "media and advertising attention to youth markets in the early 1920s focused on 
college students, aged eighteen to twenty-four.,,9 In the makeup ads the recognition of 
the youth culture is most clearly presented by Seventeen and their slogan, "Be Seventeen 
Tonight!" 1 0 However, the advertisers frame the product for older women, not for 
seventeen year olds. In the Seventeen ads there are clear examples of identifYing youth 
culture such as, "let your complexion look like the 'teens again!"l1 Schrum identifies an 
important distinction in the language of "teen" being reserved only for females; males 
were not identified as "teens," likely because of the constructed link between "teens" and 
consumption. 12 The advertisements were framed for older women but, "Girls negotiated 
7 Susman, Culture as History, 277. 
8 Kelly Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence o/Teenage Girls' Culture, 
1920-1945 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), II. 
9 Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox, 3. 
10 Seventeen, advertisement, Ladies' Home Journal, June 1932, 54. 
11 ibid 
12 Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox, 68 
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messages and products designed for adult women, incorporated them into their habits and 
friendships, and explored the links between consumer goods, appearance, and femininity 
in an effort to participate in the growing commercial beauty culture.,,13 There was a 
relationship between the youth culture and the cosmetics products, but advertisers did not 
explicitly advertise to the youth until the 1940s.14 Advertisers could not sell to the youth 
culture explicitly because of the battles for legitimacy, but they could make indirect 
appeals, which was precisely what they did. 
A distinction in safety needs to be made because there were legitimate safety 
concerns about makeup during the 1930s. Concerns of the safety of cosmetics had 
existed since cosmetics were considered patent medicines. Patent medicines, including 
cosmetics, often included harmful ingredients, such as arsenic or harmful dyes. 
Cosmetics diverged and became their own class of patent medicine in the 1890s.15 The 
, 
products ~ere also distrusted because of the sensational way they were promoted with 
obvious false promises. In the 1820s patent medicines were one of few products that 
were sold individually packaged and with brand names, rather than bulk generic goods. 
Due to their smaller size the products could be sent further away and increased 
competition among retailers and led to the sensational promises the producers made. 
From the sensationalism, which many found indecent, likely because the medicines were 
used as a way to get around temperance laws; and the safety concerns patent medicines 
and their retailers have a negative reputation leading up to the 1900s.16 The FDA did not 
13 Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox, 69 
14 Schrum; Some Wore Bobby Sox, 173 
15 Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in America 
(New York: BasicBooks, 1994), 143 
16 Laird, Advertising Progress, 21 
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regulate cosmetics until 1938 with the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938 
when legislation was prompted by a blinding eyelash dye, among other products, which 
were available in the market. 17 The 1938 act signaled an acceptance, even if grudgingly, 
of makeup as a legitimate product present in the market. Women's groups were the most 
active in supporting legislation around food and, specifically, cosmetics safety.18 
However, these legitimate safety concerns often used and exaggerated to reflect the 
negative social implications of wearing makeup. 
The use of makeup was linked to a set of cultural concerns in the Victorian era. 
Kathy Peiss, author of Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture, argues 
that social concerns about makeup were linked to sex, particularly prostitution. 
Prostitutes, also known as painted women, were thought to be identifiable by their 
extensive use of makeup. The language of the "painted woman" had been in use since 
the 1600s to mean "a woman wearing cosmetics" and linked to prostitution. According 
to the Oxford English Dictionary in 1675 the link between paint and lack of virtue 
existed. 19 Peiss argues that emerging elements of the mass media, "newspapers, tracts, 
and song associated paint and prostitution so closely as to be a generic figure of 
17Julie N. Barrows, Arthur L. Lipman, and Catherine J. Bailey, "Color Additives: FDA's 
Regulatory Process and Historical Perspectives," FDA: US Food and Drug 
Administration, 
http://www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/ColorAdditives/ReguiatorvProcessHistoricalPerspectivcs 
Idefault.htm [accessed November 15,2010]. 
18United States Legislature, The 1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, Pub. L. No. 75-
717,52 Stat. 1040 (1938), 
http://www.fda.gov/AboutFDAIWhatW .. Do/History/PfoductRegulation/ucmI32818.htm 
[accessed November IS, 2010] 
19 The Oxford Online English Dictionary, "painted woman" 
http://www.oed.com/vicw/Entry/136083?redirectedFrom=painted%20woman#eid324698 
86 [accessed December I, 2010]. 
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speech.,,20 While Peiss argues that the link between paint and prostitution grew out of the 
mass media, Karen Halttunen, author of Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of 
Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870, defines painted women more broadly. She 
claims the painted woman was "sometimes a prostitute, but more often a woman of 
fashion, who poisoned polite society with deception and betrayal by dressing 
extravagantly and p.acticing the empty forms of false etiquette.,,21 The issue with the 
painted woman, according to Halttunen, was that her place in the social hierarchy was not 
easily identifiable and painted women allegedly used the ambiguity to trick people. 
Makeup aided such subversions of the status quo. Halttunen links the fears stating, "in an 
open, urban society, the powerful images of the confidence man and the painted woman 
expressed the deep concern of status-conscious social climbers that they themselves and 
those around them were passing for something they were not.,,22 Transfers and the 
perceived possibility of transferring socio-economic boundaries caused deep anxieties for 
the middle and upper classes. 
The link between paint and prostitution created a two-fold concern for women: 
women did not want to be associated with prostitutes, but with more women wearing 
makeup there was a fear of being unable to identify which women were prostitutes. 
Popular theory of the 1800s stated that the inner beauty and morality of a woman became 
visible through physical attributes, making an uneven complexion or pimples signs of 
moral imbalances in women. Those who projected the notion that makeup was immoral 
20 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 27 
21 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1982), xv. 
22 Ibid. 
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did not clarify when makeup's immorality began and used the ambiguity to their favor as 
if the idea had always been central. 
Once people were convinced that makeup had always been immoral it became 
simple to perpetuate the notion. A woman with a good complexion was deemed virtuous. 
The connection between a woman's virtue and her beauty was strong. Thus, the use of 
makeup would cover up a woman's true identity, which was threatening to society's 
notions of how to judge a woman . 
. Makeup also raised questions about class. If a woman could change the way she 
looked, she could trick society about her proper place, a threat to both men and other 
women. Strong racial undertones were also present in the fear of masking oneself. It was 
in the interest of the classes above African Americans to keep African Americans at the 
bottom of society. Providing a way to whiten skin, or simply alluding to the possibility 
of skin whitening, threatened social and racial hierarchies. White women not of the 
upper class could use skin whiteners to bleach their skin to look like women in the upper 
class who were able to achieve their pale complexions because oftheir ability to stay 
indoors and protect their skin. Advice writers issued warnings and stated that men would 
be unable to differentiate between women who were truly part of the elite and those who 
were imitating the elite. Peiss presents an important distinction in perceptions of 
cosmetics by clarifying, "in the nineteenth century, Americans insisted in a fundamental 
distinction between skin improving and skin-masking substances.,,23 Hiding flaws was 
unacceptable, but working to improve them was part of good character. Having a 
naturally beautiful face spoke directly to a woman's virtue and her position in society, 
23 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 10. 
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creating a need to become beautiful, naturally in order to project her good values. 
Makeup was deemed to be immoral because society distrusted the patent medicine 
business with their sensational advertising, which made false promises and sold products 
under false pretenses or provided physically harmful products. Class and also race then 
further complicated the immorality of makeup because of the perceived threat of the 
ability to trick society to believe someone was something they were not. 
When ad copy read that a product was safe, the advertiser utilized public concerns 
of both physical and social safety. Advertising that a product was "safe" spoke to the 
claim that the product would not physically harm the user, an important distinction before 
1938, but also that the user would not be ridiculed by society for using it. The women's 
journals also promoted products they deemed "safe." Good Housekeeping had their "seal 
of approval" that was designed to let their readers know that the magazine supported the 
use of particular products. Ladies' Home Journal advertised that all products shown in 
the magazine through advertisements or otherwise were products that the magazine 
endorsed. In the June 1939 issue of Ladies' Home Journal there was an article titled, 
"Beauty - and the Dangerous Urge.,,24 The feature was supportive of the use of cosmetics 
as long as they "improve upon nature" and announced that in the magazine, "you will 
find many advertisements of safe, meritorious modern beauty preparations in Journal 
pages each month." It added that products not advertised in the magazine were refused 
"because they belong to classes of products in which some doubtful preparations may 
still be found.,,25 Ladies' Home Journal used "safe" with the dual definitions for physical 
and social safety of products. The article was published after the Cosmetics Act had 
24 "Beauty - and the Dangerous Urge," Ladies' Home Journal, June 1939,99. 
25 Ibid. 
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already been passed, which meant the majority of the products on the market were not 
going to physically harm consumers, but the act did not stipulate regulation for the social 
safety of products. Journal articles like this one have prompted scholar Jennifer Scanlon 
to note that "the Journal presented an odd mixture of morality and consumerism.,,26 The 
Journal claimed an obligation to uphold and inform readers of the social repercussions of 
makeup. The pointed language of "classes of products" spoke to products for the lower 
classes, which Journal readers did not want to be associated with, even if they belonged 
to the lower classes. Upward mobility, or the illusion of it, was an important ideal 
presented by the Journal and the products they supported were supposedly an aspect of 
the mobility they promoted. 
Normative Beauty Images 
There are many available images of women in modem U.S. history: the new 
woman of the 1910s, the flapper of the 19208, Rosie the Riveter of the 1940s, and the 
suburban housewife of the 1950s. Retrospectively many pinpoint Dorothea Lange's 
Migrant Mother (1936), as an iconic image of the dustbowl woman as the prevailing, 
normative female image of the Depression. But this image does not present an ideal, but 
rather a social critique. Makeup advertisements from the period offer insight to the 
normative beauty standards of the 1930s and provide a way to examine who the 1930s 
ideal woman was. 
Makeup advertisements provide a framework to study normative beauty 
standards, as artic<tlated during the Great Depression. The 1930s woman was an "all-
inclusive," "everywoman," or "composite woman" which was advantageous for 
26 Jennifer Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings: The: Ladies' Home Journal, Gender, and the 
Promises o/Consumer Culture (New York: Routledge, 1995),4. 
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advertisers because a variety of women could project their personal qualities onto the 
image. Ladies' Home Journal's intended audience informed the composite image the ads 
projected. Scholar, Jennifer Scanlon presents the readership of Ladies' Home Journal as 
"white, native-born, middle-class women.,,27 The "every woman," then, only had to be 
everyone with similar cultural opportunities or aspirations. Images in the ads presented a 
construction of class, ethnicity, and age defined by the perceived consumers of the 
magazine and eventually the advertised product. Scanlon articulates the composition of 
consumers in the mass media through noting, "by its very arrangement, mass culture has 
often discouraged rather than encouraged democratic participation ... the need for 
continuity from issue to issue [or between ads 1 demands a formulaic view of the world. 
The backdrop for this formula, the ideology of dominant social groups, is a given and 
hence rarely questioned.,,28 The ads generally conformed to the ideology of the dominant 
social group and thus left out those ideals belonging to non-dominant groups; this 
exemption was unquestioned by the intended audience. 
The 1930s woman was pictured as young, but not as young as the flapper 
stereotype of the 1920s. The flapper image had faded out at the beginning of the 1930s 
and was replaced in advertisements by another image. Lois Banner notes "by 1930 a 
new, less youthful and frivolous beauty ideal came into being ... culminating in a 
renewed vogue of voluptuousness that bore resemblance to the nineteenth century 
types.,,29 In contrast to the flapper, the 1930s woman was a bit older, possibly was once a 
flapper who had gone through the flapper phase, as the flapper was understood as "an 
27 Scanlon, InartiwJate Longings, 2. 
28 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 5. 
29 Banner, American Beauty, 5. 
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extraordinary moment," which was temporary.30 The images of the 1930s woman were 
stagnant compared to the feel of movement present in the flapper-era images. The 
flapper was shown active: dancing or talking with men. The 1930s woman was most 
consistently pictured as only head or bust without any signifiers to inform what she was 
doing or where she was. Unlike the flapper image there was less feel of movement or 
excitement and more stationary images pervaded. Pictured mostly sitting, standing in 
conversation, in the arms of her boyfriendlfiancelhusband, or only her face. The 1930s 
woman had one reason to be shown and that was to sell the advertised product through 
her carefully framed and projected beauty. Kitch notes that the flapper "did want 
something from men ... and it was money.,,3l When the 1930s woman was pictured with 
men, which was rare, the image was always framed with romance. The change from 
wanting money to marriage signified a call for stability in the midst of economic strain. 
When examining the '30s woman through the lens of makeup ads, the similarities 
between the way advertisers project their ideal image becomes apparent. Youth was the 
most common trait the images shared. Among other factors age was signified by the way 
the hair was styled in the images. According to a 1932 makeup guide by Virginia 
Vincent, "the curly bob is being used by those in their teens and twenties and those who 
wish they were still that age. ,,32 Advertisements project the ideal and did not depict older 
women; simply the ideal of the young woman would be shown. The ideal woman of the 
1930s was about 25 or a bit older. The curly bob was popular among the ads, but pin 
JOCarolyn Kitch, The Girlon the Magazine Cover: The Origins of Visual Stereotypes in 
American Mass Media (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 121. 
3l Kitch, The Girl on the Magazine Cover, 126. 
32 Virginia Vincent, Make-up -- 1930s Beauty Instruction and Technique. (Bramcost 
Publications, 2008), "How to Wear the Curly, Longer Bob." 
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curls, and other up-dos were pictured as well. Hair was kept off the face and acted as a 
framing feature, which kept the emphasis on the made-up face. 
The way the women in the ads were made-up was also consistent across ads. 
Thin, slightly arched, and darker than the hair color was the normative style for 
eyebrows. Eye makeup was also fairly consistent through the ads. The eyelashes were 
thick and dark with the apparent use of mascara. Eyeliner was not yet widely used, but 
the eyelids were darkened with eye shadow. Most of the ads were in black and white so 
the actual colors could not be seen but the shadowing effects were visible. Dark matte 
lips were consistent across brand images. Heavy rouge was not noticeable among the 
majority of the ads. These traits were uniform among the different "looks" the advertisers 
were promoting. Whether the images had blonde or brunette hair, the eyebrows were 
shaped the same, which provides a pattern to establish the normative beauty especially 
with the consistency of styles across companies. 
Although these traits were visible among a wide variety of the ads and across 
companies to establish normative beauty standards there was also experimentation of 
promoting products to the mass audience that created images outside the norm. 
However, when the images were different, it was because they were not advertising the 
"every woman" concept, the ads were then framed around class or imaginative ideals like 
exoticism or celebrity. 
Scanlon notes that the mass media "delivered through many vehicles notices of 
what it meant to be an American.,,33 Makeup advertisements further defined 
Americanism to include the need for women to be beautiful in the way the makeup 
J3 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 4. 
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brands defined. In defining American it also defined what attributes were not American, 
"the mass appeal also left out significant numbers of people, since mass is often 
associated with race, the white race, and with class, the middle ciass.,,34 The makeup 
advertisements showed normative beauty standards and "the American beauty was not 
only white and young and middle-class; she was also not of African descent, did not 
speak with an accent, did not worry about the price of a beauty soap.,,35 However strict 
this construction actually was it was important for the targeted audience, who fit into the 
definition of American normative beauty, to perceive a wide use of the product. 
Advertisers created" pseudo-variety within the strict social construction through hair and 
eye color. Middle-class, native born, white women still differed on these grounds. Many 
ads framed the products as usable by blondes, brunettes, and red heads with blue, brown, 
or green eyes. 
Female figures were often pictured in a void in the makeup advertisements. The 
most common arrangement of the image included in the ad was a picture of a woman's 
face or torso against blank, or uneasily identifiable background. Peiss notes that the 
'''Everywoman' pervaded Depression-era cosmetics marketing; ads were filled with 
ordinary women who looked for beauty at good prices and shared their worries about 
'paralyzed pores,' 'cosmetic skin,' and other complexion problems fabricated in the 
world of advertising>36 The lack of an identifiable realm for the women in the ads to 
exist in helped to promote the "everywoman" image because she was not tied to a 
particular locale or sphere. While the image was intended to be accessible it also needed 
34 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 5. 
35 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 213. 
36 Peiss, 158 
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to be aspirational. ::le image had to catch the attention of the consumer with desirable 
qualities. Small items, like necklaces, often signified the woman's higher class status. 
The makeup became the common quality between the consumer and the woman pictured, 
which was a frequent practice in advertising as identified through Marchand's democracy 
of goods theory (elaborate). When the woman pictured was presented in an identifiable 
realm the realm was one tied to imagination or impermanence. The ads used the exotic, 
foreign, and famous to promote the brands. These realms were safe to show because they 
were places women imagined or visited, but never places American women would exist. 
The visual stereotype for the 193 Os woman is hard to define because the images 
lack material objects to inform the viewer of who the woman was. Scanlon asserts that 
;', 
the advertisers attempted to promote judging people by their purchases or the material 
goods they posses. J7 Without material goods surrounding the pictured woman judging 
who she was is more difficult. Consumers purchased goods to frame themselves as 
specific classes of consumers and as acts of consumer citizenship.38 When advertisers 
project the "every woman" stereotype in the ad the image shows the woman in a void. 
Meaning, the image lacks anything to identify the woman with. While the class of the 
woman in the advertisement was assumed to be middle-class there were not any factors 
that women could identify as certainly not them. The advertisers worked within 
Marchand's democracy of goods parable with these types of ads. Having only the face 
pictured projected the ideal that any woman could be like the pictured one with the use of 
the product; other material things were not necessary. The makeup, framed at a fair 
37 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 6. 
38 Roland Marchand, Advertising the American Dream: Making Way for Modernity 1920 
:: 1940 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 64. 
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price, bridged gaps and advertisers promised women the achievement of their beauty 
ideals.39 
There was nothing striking about the 1930s woman projected in the 
advertisements, which added to the feeling of normalcy in the images. The images lack 
excitement even though the women express beauty ideals. The images of women in the 
ads are one-dimensional. While it is possible to assert many things about the pictured 
woman, given the readership of publications and the advertisers creating the images, the 
ads alone do not present much information about the pictured woman. The "every 
woman" ad frame presented the least amount of information about the women. When the 
images were to frame the pictured woman in the realm of imagination a bit more 
information was presented. However, it was clear in these ads that the consumers were 
not going to get that life-style, but rather a small taste of it. In the imaginative ads the 
women were presented at times of leisure or as film actresses. The advertisements never 
frame the "every woman" as being anything, other than a pretty lady. The entire 
existence of the 1930s woman in the makeup ads was linked to beauty, morality, or 
eventual marriage. 
The Challenge for Advertisers 
The stigma around makeup before the 1930s presented advertisers with this 
challenge: ease the stigma or work within the stigma to promote cosmetics. Makeup ads 
during the Great Depression did both. Many companies advertising in mass media 
periodicals for emerging national marketplace used the natural look as a selling point for 
their products. The fourteen companies that ran national ads--Coty, Dorothy Gray, 
39 Marchand, Advertising the American Dream, 295 
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Elizabeth Arden, Evening in Paris, Lady Esther, Marvelous, Max Factor, MaybelIine, 
Mello-glo, Pompei an, Princess Pat, Seventeen, Tangee, and Yardley's--aII used the 
natural look as a central seIling point in their advertisements. These companies harnessed 
negative social perceptions of makeup to find a market for their products. 
Carefully reconstructing the negative stigma of makeup framed the products as 
the exception to the negative aspects of makeup. Ad companies presented detailed 
descriptions about the negative impact of an overly painted look, but then outlined the 
way to avoid the negative: the natural look through using their product. Many advertisers 
followed this formula in makeup copy. Princess Pat ads, for example, informed the 
consumer of the problems that makeup may cause: "'Women use too much rouge.'" The 
copy then informed the consumer that the claim was not entirely true: "The men, poor 
dears, are not quite correct. They judge by appearances solely. What they really protest 
is the 'painted look'-and 'too much rouge' is not really a question of quantity. It is really 
a matter of kind, for even the tiniest bit of rouge does look unreal." The ad then 
continued on to say that users of Princess Pat rouge did not encounter this "too much 
rouge" problem.4o Princess Pat presented the negative in order to inform the reader how 
their product avoided it. Evening in Paris ads used a similar tactic: "As a hard-finish 
photograph cruelly reveals harsh line and contour - so do unsifted powders impart a flat, 
light-reflecting surface to the skin that throws the feature into bold relief. The soft-finish 
photograph is flattering and delicate looking. Just, so silk-sifted Evening in Paris Face 
Powder, which absorbs light, softens the features to more delicate contour of earlier 
40 Princess Pat, Ladies Home Journal, June 1930, 51. 
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years.,,41 Lady Esther ads warned consumers: "the wrong shade of face powder can make 
you look years 01der.,,42 The three examples all provided distinctions between the wrong 
kind of makeup and the right kind of makeup, the product advertised. These practices 
legitimized consumers concerns about makeup, but provided a loophole and a reason for 
women to buy their product. By legitimizing the stigmatization of makeup and promoting 
the natural look, advertisers created a compelling and widely replicated strategy. 
Advertisers also had to create a new meaning for the word natural because natural 
could mean not wearing any makeup, but that would counter the companies' need for 
women to buy makeup. Companies like Maybelline and Tangee worked to redefine 
natural through their campaigns, similar to the strategy which compared right and wrong 
makeup, but added lack of makeup to the list of undesirable appearances. In many of the 
Tangee ads, the copy included pictures of three lips with captions, which read, 
"Untouched - Lips left untouched are apt to have faded, parched look. Greasy, painted 
lips - Don't risk that painted look. Men don't like it. Tangee lovable lips - Intensifies 
natural color, ends that painted 100k.,,43 Maybelline advertisers approached the problem 
in a similar way with their ads. One 1937 ad charged, "Colorless pale, scraggly lashes. 
Eyes look blank - need proper makeup. Conspicuous heavy, blobby, ordinary mascara. 
Eyes look hard, unattractive. Charming dark, luxuriant, natural appearing lashes - with 
Maybelline make-up in good taste.,,44 These ads redefine natural by exempting a non-
made-up face from the natura1100k. Peiss notes that with this shift, "looking natural, like 
41 Evening in Paris, Ladies Home Journal, April 1935, 84. 
42 Lady Esther, Ladies Home Journal, July 1934, 102. 
43 Tangee, Ladies Home Journal, April 1938, 118. 
44 Maybelline, Ladies Home Journal, February 1937,82. 
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looking glamorous, now required a box full of beauty devices.,,45 Tangee and Maybelline 
developed a way to reinforce the stigma of makeup while working to ensure the use of 
makeup by creating a new stigma for actively not wearing makeup. 
The companies that advertised the distinctions between wrong and right makeup, 
where wrong was other makeup and right was the advertised brand, had to distinguish 
themselves from the competition. To achieve the distinction the brands claimed to have 
something that made them unique, an independent quality. There were four ways the 
companies worked to differentiate themselves from the others: (1) distinctive components 
in their products, (2) processing of a unique component, (3) unique production process, 
and (4) a distinct product. Princess Pat and Tangee claimed their products had a distinct 
ingredient that set them apart from the competition. The Princess Pat ads asserted that 
their powders and rouges were better because they had the "Exclusive Almond Base the 
Chief Difference, Usual powders are made with a base ofstarch.,,46 The difference in 
ingredients gave a specious reason for the substitution of almond being better than starch. 
Differences could be claimed, but that did not mean the difference was meaningful; what 
was important was separating their product from others even if the claim was baseless. 
Tangee used the "color changing principle." The principle was not a concrete ingredient, 
but rather an effect :~at their product possessed based on the special formula and 
ingredients used to produce the lipstick. Tangee claimed that their lipstick, and later their 
rouge, were the only products on the market which truly achieved the natural look 
because the color became unique to the lips or cheeks they were on. The "color changing 
principle" was described as, "In the stick Tangee looks orange. But on your lips it 
45 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 154 
46 Princess Pat, Ladies Home Journal, February 1933, 101. 
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changes to a glowing shade of blush-rose most natural for your type! Don't be fooled by 
imitative orange-colored lipsticks: Tangee contains the original and exclusive color-
changing principle that enables it to color lips beautifully without causing a painted 
100k.,,47 Tangee did not elaborate on what caused the lipstick to change color, but used 
the "color changing principle" to impart a pseudo-scientific quality and legitimacy. The 
ad also clearly warned that no other company had such a unique lipstick. 
Different production methods also warranted a claim to be superior because the 
products were better produced. Evening in Paris cited their exceptionalism came from a 
production process in which their powder was sifted though silk, which they claimed 
made it finer and therefore better than other products.48 Coty claimed the unique 
contribution came from the way its powder was produced: "Though other face powders 
may have seemed smooth to you ... the new Coty 'Air-Spun'* will seem a miracle!,,49 
The claim of their product being better because it was "air-spun" was a rather illusive 
quality, but provided a feature responsible for the product's superiority over others. Lady 
Esther framed the right and wrong makeup issue around the shade of powder the 
consumer chose. Lady Esther had ten shades of powder, which was more than many of 
the powder companies, and claimed that the other companies likely did not have the right 
shade for the consumer and that Lady Esther would. 50 For Lady Esther the difference 
came from superior production variety. Companies advertised different qualities, 
ingredients, and choice for their product to have a competitive advantage over the others. 
Uniqueness was the goal in outlining the product differences. Women were told they 
47 Tangee, Ladies Home Journal, December 1934,98. 
48 Evening in Paris, Ladies Home Journal, April 1935, 84. 
49 Coty, Ladies Home Journal, August 1937, 71. 
50 Lady Esther, Ladies Home Journal, September 1939,91. 
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needed to be unique and individual by the makeup ads so the makeup itself needed to be 
unique in order to impart its uniqueness to the consumer. 
'Conversely, Maybelline simply claimed to be better than ordinary without 
reference to special components or production process. They likely were able to simply 
make this claim because other brands focused on eye makeup. With little national 
competition they needed to focus on providing qualities consumers wanted and less time 
convincing consumers to buy theirs over others. 
A shift in Visual Vocabulary 
A broad section of the advertised brands claimed theirs was the only product that 
could achieve the natural look through special components, often because of their 
independent quality or other unique aspect of the product. But the companies claimed the 
natural look in different ways or pictured it differently. Some ads presented the natural 
look as the opposite of the painted look, but did not actively define it. Natural was used 
without qualification or definition in the advertisements. Advertisers projected an 
assumption that all consumers understood the definition of natural. The vague 
construction of natural meant many concepts and desires could be read into the use of the 
word natural, as is the case with stereotypes. Natural was framed as a vague positive 
quality to achieve the desired effects promised by the products, including a youthful 
appearance. The companies, clearly, had a need for the natural look they were heralding 
to include the use of makeup, specifically their brand, so they had to redefine what 
natural looked like to the consumer as well as the benefits of natural. Peiss presents this 
redefinition process as a need to make the mask of makeup invisible. She states, "to 
make the mask invisible involved not just creating a natural look, but training the eye to 
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perceive makeup as a natural feature ofwomen's faces."sl The ads that promoted the 
natural look needed to help make the mask invisible and legitimize and normalize 
makeup on an average woman's face. 
A change in consumers' visual vocabulary had to be achieved for natural to mean 
something other than its dictionary definition: from nature. That makeup was natural, or 
usual, for a woman to wear needed to be the message advertisers projected. The 
naturalness of wearing makeup was linked to a woman's, supposed, inherent need to 
beautify. Therefore it was natural, or in this sense reasonable, for a woman to want to 
beautify herself through the use of makeup. The 1939 article in Ladies' Home Journal 
began, "One of the nicest things about women is their innate desire for beauty. Every 
woman is born with it.,,52 Women's seemingly instinctive need to beautifY found explicit 
expression through the use of cosmetics in the 1930s. Advertisements supplied a 
platform for the visual redefinition of natural, thus turning the "natural look" into a style. 
As scholar Carolyn Kitch notes, "media imagery works to create, transform, and 
perpet~ate certain cultural ideals.,,53 The natural look became a stereotype through media 
reflection and reinforcement in advertising because advertisers projected assumed 
attributes limited by race and class, which implicitly referenced social, economic, and 
political relationships.54 Advertisers created the "natural look" as its own style different 
from not wearing makeup because it required makeup. Most commonly the ad copy 
included a statement that the product helped to achieve the natural look. There was a 
51 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 152 
52 "Beauty - and the Dangerous Urge," Ladies' Home Journal, June 1939,99. 
53 Kitch, The Girl on the Magazine Cover, 3 
54 Kathleen Feeley, Toecture in Gender, Media, and US Culture, September 16,2010. 
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wide range of depictions of women, which according to claims made in the ads showed 
the natural look. 
While the majority of the companies claimed, without qualification, to project the 
natural look, some brands added other, also vague, attributes to the natural look as 
qualifiers. The first attempt at qualification was a claim that the products imitate nature. 
Angelus Rouge lncarnat claimed their lipstick achieved the natural look "because it is the 
first makeup - rouge or lipstick - yet discovered that actually matches the warm, 
pulsating color of the human blood.,,55 The lipstick achieved the natural look because it 
imitated something naturally present, blood. Other companies tried to link their makeup 
with naturally occurring colors people possessed like eye and hair color. Marvelous used 
this technique through claiming to have been, "a natural makeup, keyed to your 
personality color ... the color of your eyes!,,56 By claiming an aspect of nature and 
linking it to their products these companies were able to claim the natural look. Another 
qualifier for the products linked to the natural look was the claim that the makeup simply 
enhanced, improved, or harmonized with a woman's natural beauty. The need for this 
language grew out 0f the concern with covering or masking the face with makeup 
because of the belief that a woman's virtue could only be judged by the quality of her 
skin and other features. If the makeup did not hide, but improved or enhanced, natural 
beauty then non-virtuous, unattractive women would not be helped with the makeup, 
which kept makeup safe. Products advertised as sheer or invisible allegedly achieved the 
same effect because they did not cover anything. Looking natural also meant looking 
youthful, the two adjectives were often placed together in the ads. 
55 Angelus Rouge lncamat, Ladies' Home Journal, August 1934, 84. 
56 Marvelous, Ladies' Home Journal, April 1936, 123. 
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Not all companies advertised or produced the same products. The only makeup 
some of the companies produced was face powder as an addition to the skin cleansers and 
lotions they sold. Powder was considered the least objectionable kind of makeup. And 
as Kathy Peiss argues, "mascara and eye shadow [were 1 considered the most questionable 
type ofmake-up.,,57 Lipstick was almost as problematic as eye makeup because it was 
"considered the most artificial cosmetic in use, it connoted the come-on, a sexually 
assertive, public pose that trifled with bourgeois conventions."s8 
When view;Clg the advertisements from companies that focused primarily on 
lipstick, Tattoo and Tangee, the tension between the natural look, and its loose ties to 
promoting the need for women to be virtuous, and sex becomes apparent. Tattoo had the 
most sexualized makeup ads in national magazines. However, Tattoo never tied their 
products explicitly to love, romance, or desire in the copy. Instead advertisers used 
exotic locales and foreign women and the images were the place the sexualized nature of 
the product came through and they could be highly sexualized because of their emphasis 
on exoticness. Women from other places could be more sexualized and American 
women were to imagine that, but only act so far as wearing the makeup. Tangee 
emphasized their claim that their lipstick would achieve the natural look "because it isn't 
paint!,,59 It was tneemphasis on the natural look that allowed the advertisers to link the 
use of Tangee to love and romance. There was an important distinction among all of the 
ads was that if they advertised the makeup's link to male attraction it was always in 
57 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 168 
58 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 154 
59 Tangee, Ladies' Home Journal, August 1931, 54. 
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reference to love and marriage. The products and male attraction were never linked to 
sexual desire outside of monogamous marriage or the promise thereof. 
Eye makeup's perceived social danger was evident in the ads because there were 
far fewer eye products advertised than any other makeup. And Maybelline was the only 
company that specialized in eye makeup. Maybelline ads claimed the user more 
attractive, but did not explicitly tie the use of mascara, or other eye products, to any 
social hopes or fears. Social ties were present in the language of natural and safe, but that 
was to help legitimize the use of the product when it was still considered to be the most 
socially harmful. 
The Unnatural Look 
After examining what the companies included expressly excluded in their 
definitions of the natural look, it is important to note what they excluded. The most 
striking aspect of the ads is racial homogeneity. All of the women pictured were white; 
even if they were to look "exotic" as in the Tattoo ads, they were white women wearing a 
little extra makeup or simply had darker features (eye and hair). The target readership for 
Ladies' Home Journal, and the ads included in it, according to Scanlon "was white, 
native-born, middle-class, women.,,60 The target audience was white and the 
advertisements existed to sell products to this construction of the consumer. Cosmetics, 
especially face powders, were linked to skin color and therefore race and the national 
brands 'excluded all, but fair, white skin tones. These colors were then marketed as 
natural in the advertisements. Skin tones not included in the advertisements or produced 
by the brands were by default unnatural. The message of white being the only natural 
60 Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings, 2 
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tone maintained racism and segregation by excluding large portions of the female 
population. 
The natural look worked with the Everywoman framework of the ads to legitimize 
makeup over battles of morality and personality. Through redefinitions of popular 
language, like natural, advertisers were able to insert makeup into the visual vocabulary 
of the readership of the popular magazines of the day. The advertisers, also shifted the 
shape of the "American Dream" to be for the everywoman rather than an idealized 
heroine to better fit the economic crisis of the Great Depression. Beauty culture existed 
through the economic hardship and advertisements projected the hopes and dreams of the 
desperate American society. 
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tl"" ,l ... e~ "'" COal }'''U'' .,1.;,,;,. n, .. "J._!;\"" 
ng'''g ,1"l1n~.;~ _ Lut ",,1,;,-1, ,~~,,,,, to ll, .. ke 
yun" con,ple";",, &,""~ ,,/;,,~ witl, "j""ive, 
yo"!l,f,,i C<l1",.;"S u,a! tr~".l"ec>lc", 
T t'l,l~, ,SeVC)\h~cn J>~., a{·c"tnl'\,.J.",I.,,--,,,,,,-
';';"::.1 "";q"~ ill UlQke-"I" Tl,~t'. \'e"~",,e the 
wi,,,!,, :\'""!' cOt S""""'''C<l I,,;IN 1''''l''ll'H;OM 
;~ b ... ",,! 0" a new 11"·,,,),, ~ rt"W ;,1,," I) 
Sc'ven,,"'" ",,,.l'f~,·,J yuull,L.l1 ~l;,,_, 
,<1\");,,,/ ""~n-"s" "",luring." ~,,,II~,.t"cc·, 
TI ... " "IC.",,·J ""'nul",,,, 1,,;1><1,';'''' ," t.,,!, 
,!.a' J,-" y [",,I,,,,,.,., '. t" [)llt \'a~1. f~·,,>!.. 
.",~"t "ol<1";"g ,I ,,,,<·.I~,l. 
E""", ;"v""tc"l II ::~,d;,1 L-U3'-O"c'~' J •.. 
,igIH'cl ,""~"I. :~"y. c·k'·"HI;uS l'""lcase<. to 'va.>: 
''''",'' " """"t "f S"",-"tc-~" .. 
A"J J;""!!r> ~,'1,,1,11.,1,,·.! p';l'e. ,l,,,t will 
Jeligl,t xu".;f ym,'vo; tlw,,)lt t;n~ I,,;l~t. L~S 
""l.,t Le "-'-j""",,;,,,., PL".,~ ,j"" 't plit "If J:,. 
.-uvn-i"::1 S"'-""t,.,·" _. ti,e "'O .• t e.l<c'li"g 
be"-"ll' Ji",,,vc" y uf Y'''''' lit'~l 
h,'; 
" 
d (,"-'. 
, 
" 
1.1' ",(il .Ill' \ " •• <1 
.S,-,"', ii'" 
;', i'I,'t.> 
:k 
'S 
frJ.-
S5 of 
nois-
wolf 
them 
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ollc';. 
,blue 
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""",/4' I. ,jgll!-H~.,,<y Kit, C.llrttty H4","Y B C.",,,,,..y; ",,~k~mI ,el, '"~".,' 1/",_E.,,' 
$",'l"'r C"mp"~.), Dr, We,,', <£r"'~/ Kit, (OL""'''J 11"",,,,, C"..,,..~";;: K'J 1(""<1.1, ro",.,,,y 
" .. ily L'4''- Prod"m C''''pony, 4J""d"", lifl'" dgl.J-'!ft,,,, .itch }If''';'''''' ,OJ",", ,. Jr._ 
,;c;,.,,;uC''''r''''y~ Cini"Kodak, fO,,,"'y E"Am~n K.dak C,,,,pa,,,v; ~ma,,,I".,.,.w",,,y n"."h 
• .,; L.",1t 01'11,.1 C""'P<I"Yi Ball_B,..,' BI~(~ -rri,/ Po",Io.ldl, "'""A',y _h,~'"",", R~Ik, 
... i II ... ,," M~r.,/~",.,'j"l C."''J'''V'YI B"iilg, Slipp"" '.""/".' 'The lMnhl C""n C""'f'<!~)·. 
(Contimld from Pllgg 17) 
wMther, or, for hot·weat.her travt!J, the 
..• 
}~'" 1:l1" irotk with matching jacket. Gloves 
:;; ~':"Id be immaculate-at the beginning 
-' ,w !he day, at \eW;t- and very plalnly 
\), u.um·ed in $lyle, sh\'>e~ Would be taikJred. 
<~ mM moderately low huls, hosiery should 
'.: " in<;<>nap!cll;Ous in col"r and not too 
< 1h1er m weIght. 
,'if Formoto:" travel. as for train tmve!, one 
Vi -doooses fabrics whkh will not show the '~ 1111\( easil). wrin!;"ie easily, oomfnrtable. 
,], lIlllj)le models and In::nnIIPicU<lWl acce!>--
';# :f~b~~ ;;;~~~~& will be found 
t' The luggag~ 111 which ynur 'Xardro\)(' is 3 Qr!ied not orJy cnntnblltes to l·our daily \f ~rance, yout" peace of mind and YOUI 
\ o(Il!n!ort, but aloo furms a part of the im, 
,; {lm\-]on which VOli make on others while 
,~ t'''! travel. A pile of smart, good"looking 
,{ ~ge almost invariably helonl}& to 11 
-:;- I!I\lI,rt and wcll-turned-out traveler, 
" lJ you are gC):tlg abroad and plan to 
'\ 'lIllnd a considerable length of time in 
,:, ;Ilrii, and to buy dothe.~ th~re, it will no 
\ ~'.ulYt he practical to take a trunk llOmat-
" 'J! !lOW small a wardrobe you take. If 
Ill!: are having a good-sized stateroom, 
nmrself, you wilt find a wardrobe t.unk 
'<1"', cun\'enient. One very smart ward· 
,ro. type haa duck eoveringwith red ~nd 
"<.lOW stripes. as distinctive as it is dur· 
WI" and oonvertible drawers with hat 
I\i.;liers,a combination dust door, laundry 
:: ,,'~ and shoes hol.d'er, II folding ironing 
l>iard and an asbe$tQS electric-iron carrier, 
Wio'.:!l not only protect yout wardrobe but 
model, have a numbar of !l.dYantlq(eR. TIlls 
Is a p;u-tieularl\' wmtl;lrt.abl~ type 01 bgg 
for long rnotoringtrip~. i\$itj~hlfgeenough 
to hold 11 "changt' for dinner" and 11 suf-
ficient for overnlghtato.p~. ,,1iliDUt thene" 
C$lity of burrowill;l, mto the latget bags. 
If you ~re not of 1:h~ IICQui~irive rntture 
~~ :~~~~~~gl~~= Il~ 
the Continent could he Tt1lInagctj with ~ 
large suitcase and a $llliI11 «boLI(l1 bgg." 
All many as twelve frocks eo:n be 9UC~sa· 
fully 'packed on tilt harll)etll tlf !O!n~ of 
the stunn'ng hnen_~"Vl!I"ed easea, 
Therr, are man, women ",hMl' e-~pI!r'i· 
ence han led them' to decictr th~t afler aU 
lhe most successful way t<:> arriy. in gnod 
o:mdition i~ to carry frocks il:l 11 Clll>e (If 
their '-'wn. Any number of tlre.~ can ["Ie 
k4ded into wardrobe-type hat bt,~es. and 
the new ones take cate of the lon~t lind 
most trailing of everullg gowns. 
The fitte<! case. if not too heavy, is. un-
doubtedl}' a week-end ttmvenierl!;e. 
Steamer·sl<>.e tn.mkr; have much to be 
said for them. and ilbCk ironil\jl boartl, 
drawers, hat and MtJI1 rm~'E'$. nnl t" men· 
tion haniir11l, in!.() very ~mIIll compass. 
EE 
" ldd to your comfort in paekln,;. This 
, ~'Jl1 of trunk is suitable, of course, fur 
'1il"cl in this country, wherever yourwllrd-
\ <1& Mll besul'lkllmtly largetoindicate it. 
Packing the man 01 tile family'$ c:othes 
naveb~ accesoories. which add to the 
jOY3 nf being on vacati~n are exccll('.l\t 
"guingawbypre9N\I!l"'li!IweU. Thetr3j{' 
edy_ of stained frocks i~ avoided If yonr 
favorite perfume is. carried Ul a. traVl'J\ng-
atomizer. Whether the summer'shobbyls 
erdlltectureor yachtjn~. fewer fine POlnl!l 
ate mi~a..cl if~petiel gla.;.esaretalwna!ong; 
spotts gl~1<wure very(ompact, fitted into 
their tiny pigskin ca.<.e. but su~ingly 
atl:rn1g; even more powerful binot'J!ara 
have a sholllder-lltl'l!.p eaTrying !lise. One 
needs to go away for only one vD.E:lItion 
withollt a camera to learn the folly of 
such omission_ Tmycrunerlmfit away into 
handba.Ss or car pocl<ets, while_ II perma" 
nent mo.'le,NWrd is made by -a mlIchm.. 
which i& compact in aizt. A plNl!lant gilt 
for a man ill B bilH.old which has an ad-
dit.iooal compartment \1.\ which 1111 kinds 
of club cards, license!!. and th~ liIoo, are 
lpt to be even more tluubleoome than 
i '">;·r own, but a suitcase is made which 
y"", .. ides a partiClllarly convenient Quit 
,.!Qlldt'I'. en which, with a little practice. it 
. pIlSltible to atow away sWt\I with the cer" 
\l1tItj' tnat they will be \Ulwrinkled when 
"." ilretaken out. A carry.a)) isa conve' 
",n'!! for traveling allY· 
mra. with it1l hookiess 
1IlIoner clOllUlg. In it may 
'<,arrioorubbers. ramcoau. 
_aa, extra oi,0e6, and aU 
'- ;;('UYenir11 and odd~ and 
Oll!t'l1.ich onepicks upwhile 
'\"!1-.liOj;:, and .:annat be 
q~d lrom, but has little 
",m for in wdl-organized 
\' ~g~,. The small Glad· 
.Wi!" bag b an itWl which 
.'" might not think of off-
~"'" "" u~e(ul, particulady 
' .. le,'ninine wardrobes, but 
" ,mall sizes, sucll as the 
", smart twentY)nch 
Jcl<pk 
P4~~i" 
"4 
lrept, each in @. \ratl$piU1lnt 
en"elol'~. Kr) tmlders are 
mada to mlltcil. 
Asmallca..,o: I;(Ileleailier, 
in which the male traveler 
may throw aU hia shaving 
and toilet artlc!esmthagret:" 
uble nbandon,8ureoff.nding 
tM-m, asaembJed when he 
wants them, is /:Onvenient. 
Sllppers for the very crowded 
~k"end case are ,uade very 
flat and slip into a cage, 
Toothpaste and two tooth-
bru$hes, one fOf nidtt and 
one for morning, ntinto thej, 
special kit. 
~""., m.y be ob~.i"od f,om '""r .. Ole ,.lIing Au.h.,,,'< P~i. P.m::rn., 0: by ",,,,I, r~'t.go 
"'''., iI'''''' A~m."~Fn,;'P.u<rn. lhr<ou, .6, Fiftl, AY<3\ue, N ... yo,k Ci,y_ Pri«, 65 eon ... 
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as told to PRINCESS PAT 
by 10/000 men 
WOMEN 
USE TOO MUCH ROUGE II 
MEN, poor <I".", .. ,,,, ~ot qwi~e <:.<:m"'d, 
by .pp"'ar~n~es .olely. Wh~l 
,,,II,,,",,,, "th.:! "pamted loo¥'-·and 
rouge" i~ not ru!ly a q"f!.tticn of 
It ;1 8 mdrler of kind, lor even the 
or ~Wal rm'ge doe~ look "~real, 
,\<!rtiio9 proof 01 difluence in 
tnt)! try Princess P~t. H .... e you 
Wdtcl!ed Beecy elMS ~! Hm,e\ 
1~:'.~,'E::i'~'::'~' ~;~:':~: pInk, every 
'" i. wi\~ Ptln~(!" 
Of ding ,0 loog---ne"er, be~.u.e only in Prln" 
ce" Pot do you lind tne soit, Mh".lfy .dfler-
eM "liIlond b.,e-in,mod of :ton:),. 
Prince~ hI rdee powder now COmes in two 
weight.. Medium wei~ht in the f.mili., oblong 
box-lIghter weight In the new round box, It 
ho. been po,sible be~",,, of the .Imood b •• e 
to make the Jig-ht powder lust •• clInging 4, 
the ",,,diu,,", 
WonderFul N"", (olor for Lip5 
Just wh.t yoo'vewa"ted-lip rouselh~teolor 
the visible p~rt of the ilps dnd that all" ~d" 
heres to and colors the ;n<ld~, mois~ $u,f~ce. 
Thu$, p~rted lips .how b"."ti!u! ,clor &11 the 
way b.ck-no unlcw¢Jy "rim" of cok>", dS with 
usu.1 lipsticks. 
Try tb S<!:Ylln Fomo". AldHCI,acouty 
in Ptl",..-css P.t W.,.,k"End Set 
Th,: is really on ".cqu~int.nce" set-enough 
of each prep.Mtion for a thorough trl.l-
~n"lIl!h for two wed ••. And the beauty book 
.~nt with set cont.IM information on .kin 
c.re of reol v.lu"'~ be.ides drtfuJ .e~r<!« (If 
m.~e.i.Ip which vastly enhance rewlts Irom 
rouge, powder and lip rouge. 
T~:"Ii'~r,'ia~I::'·"r.~.:'::;~!,=l':1),~ ~!U~r'6~~ 
""" ...... "'_" ","""",,,,,,,,,,,;"'.,,,,,olh·.,,,ppl, 
r.:~;tdr£:~l*'!~?',~~~.~= 
·Get 
This 
Week 
End 
Set-
~"""'{o""',),. 
St«<t .. 
elf)' .... 5 .. 10 ••• 
AC'I'UAtLy-yoUf enti~ fa(:~its f~lU:ure& and 
.l'l.. COD tourS, DOt metely YOllt s-kin-gtows 
softer, more delkru;e, fOlleSg-, with this uttctly' 
tuw k.U;d,of face p'owded ' 
That'Ii.)II~l:ltin women ,hive ever expected 
or ukedOf a powaer-.:r.et 'it's' the exciting truth 
_and based on40.entihc'fact. ThiHcvolutionsry 
change is due to all exmi step in the manufac-
mte. of Evening in. P~ru Face Powdet_sifting 
:I ti.me~ tbwugh miaoscopicaUy ~ne silk, 
'Even to me toUch of the finger, this new pow-
de!! IS fuell.th-taklngly dl:!fei'entJ It is so dpwny_ 
SOft_50 injjnjcesimaJ.ly:&ne-~hat itis l3iffioili: to 
see' -11 'sepatate particle wti:h the Uilaided ~t't On 
the skin, a tenure with SO much softnm and 
depth llbsotbs light. whic:h makes featuteS softet 
and mor·e delictte looking, 
You an see fot yourself the dramatic ditfet-
ence bet'lVeen this new silk-sifted powcle.r and un-
sifted powdets on the backs of yout own two 
hands! Then you'll hurty to tty the new EvenIng 
in Pads powdC!: on. your face. And then you'll 
see a new, tender d-elicacy offe!ltllt'e-alovelier, 
younger edition pf yourself! 
$2.10 VALUE FOR 11.10 
COMPLETE MAKE - UPEN5EMB'LE 
1 !\liMING IN PARIS FACE POWDn l'dHi"~I>ox-~r'hl.n .... ,>illMd'«d:::\'fVj":e $1.10 
2 EVENING IN PARIS PERfUME ~::~~~t:~.1.~~n:'oT::'~.l: 65(: 
3 iVENlI110 IN PARIS UP A. NO C,K&Ji'K , ..... "'U .. -,~ .. ; .......... v .... 351: 
Totol Value, $2.~1c;J< 
~::::::=~::::::"'-' 
'LADIES' HOME JDUQ:NAL 
pale twilight, came Gedney-Stairs, with 
purpose in her walk. 
"Now what can that old' hellcat be 
after? " 
Vincent grew rigid. Whatever it was, 
it would happen to her, for Elizabeth·!> 
parents let her be. She fOse a.utomat· 
lca.lly as the intimidating hea.d ap_ 
proach~, ',her book balf open in her hand. 
MRS. G~av.sTArlls said, "Vincent, can 
you walk around the garden with mei' 
I've had a message from your mOther." 
Late that night, when Elizabeth was in 
ood, vincent stole intD her room< 
Vincent said. "I'can't go to Greece. 
I've got to go to Paris, and then to Lon. 
don. My mother's got some fout scheme 
on. Gosh, I hate my mother!" 
"Don't say that." 
"I mean it. W\:l.y can't they let me do 
what 1 want to clot They said they 
would, and now they brush it all aside, 
as if it were nothing, And that old 
Gedney-Stairs, seeing through mother 
and despising her, and yet counting up 
in her mind tbe Tl'Ioney she can make OUt 
of us. And telling me that I am. a lucky 
girt" 
"Perhaps you are," said EIi~beth, 
sitting up in bed, H Mine will be a dun 
Jif~:Mi~~:T~h;;oJdlirbecause it isn't 
my own," 
"No one's life is one's own until one's 
groW». up, Perhapsyou'U be in England 
nert year. W",'ll see each.pthej' then," 
Vincent oould see no hope. "It will 
alway6 be \!ke tim. 1 shall never see you 
again, . until we ar~ old, :and you will be: 
different and I will be horrid, iIlUl every. 
will be chang-ed, I am never al_ 
to sta.y like anything that I was. 
can't bear It, Elizabeth," 
ntltural charm of Tangoe I ~;~~i~~~~~~'~~~i~~~ 
Use the lipstick that gives a natural glow_ 
ing rolo! to your lips ... never a "painted 
greasy look". Whether you are blonde, 
brunette or ~ed head-Tangee givcs YOll! 
lips the soft, alluring color that best suits I wl"·I·f~cl·,,;;,(r;~,'h;.;i~'-;;:~ "';~h,iy 
your romplexioll.. 
Loob O"," .. o~_A",~ .ft ....... 
In thc stkk Tangee locka ol'llnge. On your 
lips it chUlges like magic to awarm blush-
fOSt ••• ell:a.ctly yo/(r llhade. Only Tangee I ;~;-;;;io,;dfu;;'~;~:~~~;';;h;;;;~;;:';; 
has this magic Tangee color-chang:: pdn~ 
tiple. A spedal cream base keeps lips son 
-prevents chapping, drying, wI.eking, 
Get Tangee today, 39~ and $1.10. For a 
natura! matched appearance, U~ Tango: 
Face Powder and Tangee Rouge, 
Uf1IQuched-Lip< lef' 
~","~clo.d ... 'P' ,. 10 ..... 
r.~ .... po>'<Jo...! ]""ac 
Gremy,pain.!edl;,n-
1l~""<W< .~ .. p.l~""; I.~k. 
lIi_~",,·<l;k.j .. 
T/l"e"alDV<lble lip._ 
into.,ill •• D" ... l.o]G< • 
....u._pol~l<dlO<>k. 
4 PIECE MIRACLE MAK£..UP SET 
lind f.B:ll CHARM TEST 
'l'h Q .. r~ W.1.ull C<>" ~,...,= .... " N. y, C 
~=~::,!o::$O~f:f:~~.:;!1:'fJ '~Q",,"'.,) ,u,o."" !'~If 'nil ... CI:Iorm .J"I, 
j/);':'':..\.~,~:J Dl'lo·h ORa,~oI 0li.'::~ 
" 
YOUR ey.' at< Y."" ""'.' ;mp."..."". b."uty leature, Y .... "'. tlt.m pr<>p<:>1y, 
o""'",lIIoIy, ... "h Wn •• dod;;, 1" .. ,~Wi 
1w;h",,_bH' ~clU"v":! 'w,th a lew ""'pl. 
bzu..h .tto~ .. of M"yb<:lli~.·. now C,"''''· 
(orin g, popular SoUd·fo,,,,, M""co"'. 
* At lUI-end ~U .,."', ... ~b",,' hav· 
InC 11"1 •• unatttaotl"" lall, ... "'" th~\ <:On· 
.~kxou'. Iy.ud. "",o.d<-_Ul)" Iao~. Darkn 
you. Ia.~ ... wit.!> M~yb.llln ..... ~on"'''~It. 
i:u<, ".,_p,O<>!. Obool","l), -..."" .... , SUr 
to ~Qpl)'. Cr."",y."",~\h;n •• :<tu<o. 1'.nd. 
1<> <u,1 :a.h" Into )"".11' • ...".pi~' f.ll!go. 
ll.u.wnal>ly p<io«l ~t !.&d;ng to>Jl .. Jj<lods 
c<>un'or,. 
* For,." (laoolul, n~, ... ive .,..bmw> 
with ,be .m"o,n.mlI,Id~, j'\:aybemn' Ey,," 
brow p.ru;n. Blond", ><>ft. colonul .ha~~\\' 
"n Y"'" .".lId. w::<h lh. pure. voln._. 
Mayl><lIino Eye Shadow-dt:e;>en". .. """,. 
1m" •• Ill!: 0010: ond ,parkl. of 1'<'"' ........ 
* Y~ .. 'l1 adore aU Ihe deJ!&b.t{u1 
Maybe1:1"" £;Yo ll •• u\y Aid •. Pro!or .. " by 
",ot. ,hon JD.oOO.noo dj«'h"I""ti"~, otyt._ 
<:c"",iou, ",o"",n. {;<on"'.,," ill.trod"otQry 
." .. a\ tlk ,toreo. '1'1)' tn.<n t<>day-yw'U 
b. dollghtodl 
),hrbelll." 1'00111,. 
er .. ", J4..a", In atw, 
B>Gwn "' 81 .... ""b 0",." 
In ."At>' "0:>0< b~" 
Ea.ny a~,,];.4 ... ttho~, 
"a .... ,.., 
M.,...,dlln" "'"""'b·morl<_ 
I"" £ .. 0",...1'''''011. 1';", 
,~" .... ~. wO"'" ovo,. 
iIl""~, 11<",",0 or Bl ... 
l'hyloo"''' ~~, ..... ..". 
<:'" ShAdoW. bo. avo ",~. 
<I •• ~","I"z 'hrl .. -BI ... B'.,·C,oy. II",,,,,,, 
C .. ,~"'V"'l.t. 
LADIES' HOME. JOURNAL' 
~~.e~t!~~ §r~~~~~1:;~~~:i"""~ poignantly to the scene. The figure that was not really there and yet walked lightly ahead of Nan up those steps to 
the veninda where tha.t long-ago day she, 
Nan, had been writing a letter. And had 
looked down and a boat was at the little 
pier and a girl in black linen and a big 
drooping black hat with daisies on it had 
been coming up tho,se steps. A little, 
delicate girl, graceful and trim as a 
flower, coming up those Steps, and Nan 
going to meet her. Wondering who it 
could be. Droppmg, with ugly irony, the 
letter she'd been writing to Jerome. 
For Jerome was then in New Orleans, 
on business that would be concluded in 
another week. And then he'd be coming 
home for their wedding. 
'THE girl came closer and was older, ;;;~;~1~:~~-'~~~,~:~~~;;~~5: more matured in het delicate curves than ~ Nan had first thought, bu~ was still 
young and very pretty. For she had 
lifted a small oval face with magnolia 
skin and a red, gentle mouth and great 
soft brown eyes, tragicaliy shaded and 
given depth by ~weeping eyelashes. It 
was Celia's eyes, Nan supposed la:er, 
that had made her listen to that appeal. 
That and Celia's helplessness. She'd 
come acro!lS from the village in a hired 
launch and had bee."J. a little sea.l!ick, 
which added to that helplessness. She'd' 
taken off mit la,ge hat and her tine, 
misty dark hair had pressed damply 
again..t her white temples. Nan had felt 
herself rugged, brown, healthy and able 
to take (!are of herself when confronted 
by thi~ flowerlike, stmnge wom.an. This 
soft and tender girl. It was not till long 
afterward that she reflected that Celli.. 
had, after all, discovered euctly where 
Nan was, made a lang train trip, hired a 
launch-:and had neatly and ruthlessly 
a.ccomph$hed her purpose. --",.II of which 
xequlred, besides other Jess admirOl.ble 
qualities, a certain efficiency and ability 
to help oneself. 
Sal> touche.d the rock with her fingers 
and sat dawn in the niche, feeling the 
cool rock against her ann. The water 
edge was adeep line of softly murmurous 
blackness, and the sky black and deep, 
too, wi th no sta.<:s. A cloudy night, then; 
cool and quiet. Awayoff across thewater 
the light on Haven Island looked clearer 
and nearer. The beach lay on the side of 
the pier removed from the Preedy cot-
tage and yet out of sight of the Tredinick 
house;wbich was at the very end of the 
island and was hidden by trees and the 
irregularities of the island. The lighted 
veranda of the Preedy cottage was above 
and some distance away and seemed, in 
the isolation of the darkness, more re_ 
mote than it was. 
She leaned back against the rock. 
Shehad come to Trediniclr again after 
three years. She had come because it 
wa~, after all, part of her life, And be-. 
cause she must prove to hersdf that it 
could no longer wound her, And on ber 
arrival that afternoon she hadn't maTe 
than touched the pier with her foot-she 
hadn't more than caught a glimpse 
through the clo~-encirc1ing pines of the 
Preedy cottage-than she was thinking 
of Jerome. 
Of Jerome" And of Celia and the thing 
that had hap~ ¢ere. 
At the time she had not thought of 
that. 
SHE didn't remember so clearly Celia's 
departure, except that ReginaJd had told 
her to go. That is, no clear mental image 
returned to her, such as the clear mental 
image of Celia's wiliere.lded, horribly Illl· 
expected amvaL For the sky changed 
its color, the trees grew strange shapes, 
foundations dissolved-and somewhere 
in the limboof disaster Celia disappeared. 
B~ not before she had claimed from 
~an that which Nan had held best and 
dearest all her life. 
Wen-that was three years ago. J crome 
had married Celia. And Nan, because she 
had no money and ooulcin't live on 
Maud's bounty, found herself a job. 
She'd w<xked hard and had been grate-
ful for the job, not only because it sup" 
plied_her bread and butter but also be_ 
cause it gave her less time to think. And 
somehow, somewhere, she'd won peace. 
But pe:rbaps she ought not to have 
come back to Tredinick, where every. 
thing shouted of Jerome. 
She moved, changing her position and 
leaning her chin on. one hand. The cool 
rock embraced her, the sand was Warm 
around her slippered feet. Up on the 
veranda someone turned on the radio for 
the news broadcast and she could hear 
the announcer speaking. War threaten_ 
ing. 
Her thoughts went back swiftly to that 
othei war. Herself with her black hair 
cut short and straight and topped by a 
huge taffeta 00w wnich matched the tie 
of her middy dress, being held by her 
.. 
vlnt. 
a~nd» 
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Ill. ON ONE and the $ame 
day occurred II mioor mystetY and the 
"',:;od h.""""" man" ~:b~~in},j: 'if.i~froS:;d~  
desk in the morning she sa.w at the right of 
her inkwell a little Vll.!!e in which was one 
gardenia. Then Mr. Tubby PerkiMstopped 
,:",0.:.',·.,,," X:·,:;-, ',',;{ ~~:e:;~~' a bit moiat and flushed and 
"Yea, Mr. Perkins?" Milol Gridley Ilaid 
in her moat bu8inessJike manner. 
"I -er-what I mean to say i$ nothing 
in particular. No complaints or anythlng 
like that. Not a single complaint." 
"Maybe you'd better go back and try 
"about L'le again," said Miss Gridley. "You might 
find one:' 
"I don't want to find any. What I'm 
getting at is, rm not going to make any 
IDOr<!. I-well, the fac:t ia, I keep seeing 
you bere, and a fellow can't }Jass through 
without hawening to look at you. can 
he?" 
"Yoll might wear dark glnssea," she 
suggested. 
"l mean, on account of Qeeing you 
atoond, I don't want to make any more 
complaints." Tubby &lruggJed with his 
vocabulary, "Now, listel\,"hesald; "what 
I'm getting at is-you know the Opera 
House?" 
"Not intimately." 
"There's a swell show there tomorrow 
night-get the id.,.? It'ud be swcll if 
you'd go with me. I got two swell 
liea.ts-" 
"You'd better get II poultice to reduce 
the swelling," she said, and ,then, speak-
ing over hi8 shoulder, "Mr. Webster, I 
wonder if you wpu!d step intp the offu:e a 
moment?" 
"C~RTAJNLY," said 
that young gentleman, and Mr. ,Perkins 
was left at the outer desk with a feeling 
that bis ~ollar Wall too tight and that big 
ears were inflammable, 
"Mr. Webster," she said, ")'(>\I are the 
owner of a mortgage on thie property." 
"It was 1\ part of my father'e estate," 
"A large payment ladue next month, I 
fear it will be diffitult, if not bnpOOSib1e. for 
me to meet it." 
" I'm solTy to hear that, Miss Gridley," 
he replied. 
She was conscious tbat she did not like 
him; that, handsome as newall, there was 
something about his appearance that re-
p.elled be!-. 
"Will it be po!ISible to make some ar~ 
rangement~to defer the payment or to 
give you a part of it?" 
"Ordinarily I would be delighted to se! 
commodate you," he said, "but these are 
difficult times. I am,afraid anything of 
the sort will be impossible." 
"You mean you will foreclose?" 
"Thr.:re is no alternative:' 
"Does it seem fair·to you that a prop-
erty worth as mw:h as this should he taken 
for II fourth or fifth of. its value?" 
He sJu-ugged his ehouldera, but his eye.~ 
did not !eaveher face. Herallied his brows 
and pursed his lips. "It might be ar-
ranged," he said. 
"Iu what manner?" 
"Think it over," he &md, and smiled so ;;., ;;,ci G, •• ro, "calls for that his wl1ite. even teeth became visible. 
Miss Gridley thought it over Swl:tly, 
and as ~wiftly resolved into action, She 
sprang to her feet. Her judg!nent of dis-
tance was perfect and her tim.ing was ad-
mirable as she brought her little palm 
agai!l8t bis cheek with a diStinctly audible 
~ma<:k. 
"Youlittle-" Hep&1llledasheheard 
the door open behind him and turned 
t:> see Griggs standing in the doorway. 
"Get Ol.>t!" he said furi<lusly, but Griggs 
are you Powdered 
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'l'OUR POWDER! Wha!:wollhl 
you de wlihoulll? Yet 1Iwal 
powdm do haV!l'l.h.lr'"ja~lla 
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Is IlICklng_or the fragrance 
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, SHU you must !)Sa IKJwdar. 
ASSURED DF TillS'; 
once you try Princess 
Pe.t-with ita exclll$va 
btwa oJ soft, caressing ru_ 
mond-you will MY,1W 
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fMe powdor, but that you couldn't get 
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powdel--remain invisible. You bll.vo 
dre&med of thia magi~ powder, longed f<lX 
Ha cool, delightful "feel," visioned it!! 
perfectioni But ha.ve you found it? Yea, 
if you've 11Iled Prinoe&l Pat fane powder; 
no if you ha.ve.n't. 
How, you may 9&Y, can (m~powdetbe ~o 
different?.Ah, but that's the story. There 
ia no other power in the world like 
Prinaess Pat. The fine tkome..t:ie powdeJ"lS 
are cot lib it; the expensive imported 
powdl!N lIfO not lIke it. 
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PRINCESS PAT 
LGNCON 
, ~QII~~h and 
·Wll1.J(}$leaf' bJ:uBhed 
MfOaB the cheek. It 
has a. amain "pliancy," 
Tbu~ whenever you $tIlil~, 
Princesa Pat powder remains 
8upremoly smooth O~ the I>ICile 
linea. It 1$ M though nature had givan 
you a. new and perfeet skin. 01 ",,,r6R 
it cling;s&m!lzinglyj longer tha.u any face 
powder you may try. 
KBIlp-S Skin Heallhy _ Combals Blemlsbes. 
You really MlQet }XIwdcr for immcdiMe 
beauty, for make-up lhat is per/ad'o .. 
mel{, And this perfeotion Princess Pat 
glvea )'1lU, But, in addition, the almond 
bMG ill good for yow ski... Think of 
tha.t, when you rc~aJl tha.t !;Orne face 
puwdera can pll.rch and dry the akin. 
Prin~astl Pat fcCi! powder, on the contrary, 
~fJ(>/'- and w/l~"", is delightful t<)' the 
.U1OJlt sensitive skin, ' 
Prin<:es!l Pat prevents oolLl'se poreD-and 
blemishes. Its almond, h&!.d in =taet 
for hoUl"ll and houl'll with the.wn, is oon_ 
atantly bringing PmIW,'lC111 beauty. And 
you'll definitely notioo all thlWl advan-
tages. Select yOUI' r.herished welght, light 
or medium, in your favoriw ahaclc; than 
let PrmCilI\!l Pat delight you. ShW5; 
Olde IvO.t"Y, l''lesh, RI>ae Cameo, White. 
Brunette, Oehrc, Ma.uve, Tac. 
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(Co"#n,,~d from .f!lf< HI 
stormy liay in March whim we Q~sented 
ourselves. The dopr--was opel1.ed by'a 
funny little old man, an Italian,. who 
told us that Mrs. Gardner would see: 
us in her own room. We were then taken 
up in the lift, and when 1 went in to 
see her she was lying on .a ceuch of 
white linen and her hair was entirely 
Ct-'l--ered with linen bands of exceeding 
fineness. John Sargent made a draw, 
jug of her which hangs now in her 
gallery. To anyo~ who saw her that 
day, as I did, it is one of the most reo 
rn'arkable drawings in existence. She' 
looked so remote from anything con-
nected with this world that I could only 
think of some of the primitive pict\ll'1lS 
ofsaints. Yet inmyheart 1 knew shewas 
not a saint. 
I WAS rather tremulous,as! went {9r-
ward and kissed "her' hand', and said, 
"Qlleen Isabella, I have brought 5renda 
Dufferiu, to ~ you." ", ~ 
She l~d at Brenda for ,a few sec-
onds without speaking. Tbe:(\; she said, 
"My deu, I kn~ your father·in-law ~'lJ~~":Uli;;A;~;:ii;;~;.~,Ih"~'>w' very well whim he was gOVel'1'<or-ge;letal .- _, 
of Canada. It wa~ for his sake a'tid rhf ' . 
I'l;Icmory of h4n that I told Elsie shc-;.~ 
ce>uld brinS' you, here today. Now that] muct",mp"""". 
see you, you are so Jovely \'hat j should 
have let you come for yourself." 
We talked to her fO): a few minutes and 
fu1ally she said to ~, "I would like to 
see you almie." When Lady Dufferin 
left the room she said, "There is a little 
box on the table. I Want you to keep it 
in memory of me." SPIIAKING of the variety of our guests, 
WMn, 1 opened it later I found it to b~ I remernber an amusing inddent. One 
an exquisite 'jade omamtnt, I have.fi; night I had asked Nat Roth. my theatri-
'tIow. TIiat was the last time 1 ever saw cal manager, to dinner. Elisabeth had 
her, for she died shortly 'after. in"ited Mr, Ho>.nry Taft and Mr, Charles 
Harry Sleeper told me that just as she Bryan, This was at the time William 
had done with me, knowing she >&as go- Howard Tilft and William Jennings 
ing to die, she had called her friends to Bryan were running for the Presidency, 
her bedside and given them some little While we were waiting fnr Mr. Roth 
trinket or jewel-as a memento, there was a great hullabaloo outside . 
• A brHliant coterie who gathered at our The fuc bells were ringing, engines were 
hea,rth now and the\t included Ogden clanging. 
Codman, Henry Adams, Walter Gay and Suddenly Mr. Roth precipitated bim. 
Mrs. Don Came:rOJ:l. At such times there self lnto the drawing-room. All out of 
was always suteto begood talk. 1 used to breath, he exclaimed, "Did you know 
Bit spellbound as Henry Adams told us' 'your house was on fire?" He, it seems, 
ot his travels in the cathedrals of Europe, had had quite a time gettinj: in to tell us, 
pursuing his hobby of, stained glass. It as the ft.-'enen had blocked hl~ WltY and 
was through him, more than anyone else, would not pellllit him to pass tpe cordon 
that I came to'hav~ an appreciation of thev had th."'Own across the street. He 
the rare and exquisite windows at Char- had'told them that he was expected for 
tres and Rouen ll1ld in the chil.teau<t of dinner. They wen: adamant, so he broke 
Tour'aine and the Dordogne. I visited through the Une . 
him at his home in Lafayette Square, As he was talking about It, a firemim 
Washington, where I did a room. It was burst into the house, ax in hand and fIre 
from him J got the idea of low~swung inhiseye. "Whoareyou?"hedemanded 
chairs. He liked to sit very low. his of Mr. Roth. ," 
Here>.. Your Money for 
A Merry Cfu.istInas! 
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CC:OUCH oth,,- I." powdo<. m.y 
have seemed smooth to YOlI ••• the new 
Cot)' "Air.Spun"~will seem It miracle! 
Silken, thrilling, of ll1eltin~ aoftnt'u_ 
it l~ the result of one of the most j~._ 
cinatin~ diaeoverie~ in beauty bistory! 
To create thi~ amM,in~ texture". Coty 
me. radng IItreanliJ of sir! The powder 
is ~",irled at incredible ~peed ..• ellA. tiny 
aurfQce amQotbed 0""1' !mel OVel' a~~in 
•.. until " alodoua climRx of 8oftne~& j. 
reach..d! Tints become ao w~rm nnd life_ 
like that even ~anow ahln loo1~ younger! 
Coty oft'el'll you "Air-Spun ~ in fourteen 
ft.ttel'ing ahade6-in ".e1 world.beloved 
Coty odeul'll as L'Almant, £men.ude, 
L'Origan, "Pm'is," Chypre. One Dollar . 
• Newf Coty II S"b.D"b"Ail'_Spua RQ"f;~1 
MlfJd~ in t},"~~m"""iq"e 'WII,Y a."Air.S!""," 
Powder_it hll. the ~ame ,,~'" ~rl':dm.liI", 
f<fflOOtJ11l ,," ~"d glowing color_riel-meat. 50¢ 
"-'I..,., u.s. ~".01f. 
COTY 
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the RUI! du Fauoourg-Saint·Honore. Albert 
sat very quiet in the opposite seat. When 
they reached the hOUSil he made el(CUSl! to go 
back to the schoolroom-for ~ome bookjl, J..J; 
the children started up the stairs he kept at 
Henriette's aide::and spoke in a low voice. 
4afgIhnJ~ 
"The wronq shade of powder 
con turn the riqht man awayl" 
"It's dalltardly, this attack, I'm going 
with you to tell the Du.c and Duchl'.!!Bl! SO,"· 
"N", Albert, nol You Illustn't be,dragged 
into this. Nothing you might BaY <»uld 
help me. Pleaaego, and-when you return to-
morrow act as if you knew nothing." 
"But, mon nitl/, how can J act.stlch a part 
whoo you're in such trouble?" 
"Do"what J say, please, and remember 
you're a scholar, absorbed in your books. 
Yau never saw thill particular acandal $heet," 
Almost witl\()ut fealmg. she wailed and 
slipped into fre8h c!othe&. Dinner passed off 
quietly. 'l'11£ YOUrlj; people were so gay and 
talkative they did not apparently notice her 
pr60ccllpation. They admired the cameo 
under tlie lamplight. 
At nine o'clock the summons Henriette 
had been expecting alme: The Marechal 
S~bastiani'a compliments, and would Made-
moi .... lle Deluzy please present herself imme-
diately at his apartments? 
She found h.em:lf entering the Sl<bMtiatti 
d.rawing room, where two old 1neD. a~\ted 
her. Th.ere in one chair was the Marecllal's 
short, rolrlierly figure. and in the other the 
Jean and black.clad AbW, Gallard.. The Due 
and Ducilesse were oooopicuously aos.mt. 
A chalr was Indicated, alld she ...ated hrnelf 
between them. 
The Mar6chal appeared more than ever 
like the haW, crude Cc'mIican who" shrewd. 
ness 1Uld energy dominated the elegance Gf 
his surroundings. 
"You know. mademoiselle, why we have 
sent for you? YOll. hlive ~n the papers?" 
"I've !\!ad enough, yes. They're maliciou» 
lI~s, as they were before." 
"Lies they may be," he answered, "but 
thi& time they have gone too far. You must 
leave thia hoU!!e at once.'\ 
~ls~ft~~jf~~;f THERE was complete silence in the room-the stillness that comes after a thunderbolt has fallen. Henrietie felt her heurt hammer . at her side, thouftb her body and brain went 
nlmlb. 
"One moment:" She heam her voice 
speaking at last. "Let me remind YOU, roan-
$leUr, that beforo matters reached $1..Icl\ a se-
rious paS!; I tried to leave trus househ<:>ld 01 
my own free will. But always I was per· 
suaded to etay, For six years I've never 
known what it was 1.0 be trusted or treated 
with respect and consideration except by 
Monaiel.l.t ie Due and the children. My de-
votion to them haa ]m,n turned into wme· 
thing ugly and fa~. _ I've been spied upon 
"t every turn, and my worna and action. 
doubted and maligned till I was tried almost 
past the point 01 endl.l.til-nce." 
"Y ~_~, mademoiselle," the Abba answered. 
"1 have often marveled at your endurance. 
But 1 happen to be more concerned with the 
Duchesse and her weifare than with )/our 
difficulties. The 1'.1arW!al and I are agreed 
that you cannot remain here." 
"Yes, Ye\!." theotlwr !mrriedon. "It will 
be better for YOU to 110 to England, where I 
understand you h"ve ln6-uential frienda. I 
am prepared to he,p )lOa financially i1 you 
agree." 
"So 1'11\ to be sbipp<ld out of the country, 
like other undesirnbles. No, thank you, 
monsiew:. 1 ~hall stay in France-in Paris, 
probably; and I ask for no bnbes. I only 
want the W5!UranCe that what hag happened 
while 1 worked in- this 00use will not injure 
what mear.!! most to a governest-her good 
dlaracter." 
"You shouki have thought of your char. 
actnr befo!\! tOnight," thE AbM interpowt 
"It ~ems to me the Mar6ehal i6 being more 
than cllaritable in his offer." 
"I'm not asking for charity. But I do ask 
the privilegl! of earning my Hving wbereand 
how I choose. A tetter from the Ducheaoe 
I"eC<.lmmendlng me ia very important. f 
:.".~:. ,~ve that after thetle six l'eart of I 
"You make it Illillcult." The MarCchal's 
thick ftng:el'$ df\ll'llnled on the arm of his 
Why spoil yo.ur own charm? Find the shade of my powder 
that glorifies your skin -that is Luck!:! For Youl 
Y OU KNOW how critical the eyes of men t~n be. So why guess-why 
gamble-when yOIl choose your face pow-
der/ Actually wme shades mak~ you lo~k 
Y~/JU .uur. Others fl .. trer you. Until you 
do the Lady Esther tllsr, it is almost im~ 
possible to know. 
For powders and powder shades can he 
very deceiving, and unlen you compare 
many right on your own skin and with 
the help of your own mirror, you may 
never know the shade that £!atters you 
most-IMt tMke! )lW l1I"1t &uri"t-mat 
brings you the greateit."of luck! 
Your ~uck!l Shade. Right at this mo-
ment you may innocently be using a 
shade that's all wrong for you-u shade 
that ciol.1cS your beauty-u shade that 
suited you (our months ago but which is 
ciJ. wrong for you now. 
Don't risk it, pleaie. It's II. ahame to 
take $\Ich chancea. Forthere;" among my 
/m tlmIlMog noml ,hadlf of fact powder, one 
that is riglu for you-o"", that will bring 
you luck-one that is jUlit made fot you. 
So I urge you to try all my sha&#which 
I will send you free. Don't skip even one. 
For the shade you never thought you 
could wear muy be the one that's really 
right for you. 
And the minute you find it, yOUT eyes 
wi1l1cnOW-:»OIif mji'oT wi1/. teU you, Other 
women will tell you that you look younger 
and fresher." and men will murmur to 
themselves-"She's lovely." 
A True Beauty Powder. When you 
receive my ten ~hades and make your 
"Lucky Shade Test"-you will find two 
ama~jllg quaUtlea in this superfine pow-
der. It's free, from the $lightest hint of 
coarsene~~. Ami is ~linv jour full " ........ 1! If 
you use it after dinner, you witl be free 
of powder worries uncil midnight. 
So'write me and find you, ;,,,,kUlt slwM. 
Let it Batter your beauty a!way$_heJp 
yoo win more luck in life and love. 
pUle 
Pk ..... nd "'. 'FaRt AND PQSrPMD y~ur H) n ..... hod .. of 
F.<oPo .. dtr,.I ... " ,ub, ofy",,,' ou,-P"'1'~" f,,,,, C,."". 
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Here's that Remarkable 
NEW Make-Up 
So'Many Women Are' Asking AbQut 
These Pictures, Both 0'£ the Saine Model, Show the' 
.. : Diire!enae' Between Right and Wr6fig. ,Make~up. : 
11!~ It '"OW" = ~nd utterly .1Uf~,ent 
w!l.y in mlk<:-llp ••• the creation ofLoni~ 
PhlUpp~ famed French (:olorin, wbom 
wat;\etl of PJ.r •• ~rU:I tbe Co,mopcli!~n 
world follow like & tll\igiQJ:I. A/#"/Iy N£W 
\Q~1t icc/?lor i:h~t Q.ften chaugu ~ wnmQn', 
whnle~f'~l!~. . 
'i'4d it b~UI~4.. i ... lhl jim md~­
IIt-rorilt ~f liptitk-"fi1.dimWfld that 
,urlitllly maU4tJ fhe Wlfflll,p,.J,tl/i1lg tolor 
if tlu }Wrtltl1l i>I.QJ. 
Ends Thot"Chca/l", "Hard:' Look 
ill mannera Qr in drell, ther<1 il·vin.lI'liiy no 
q~tion today ll1l0ctg OIlOrnen of "Wni!led " 
,oc;a) prol'rliMDCC Ii.< to what (OUotirutu 
Gond Form"in1:llake:up. < 
What It's Called 
It ;. called A.IIG~Lm ROQ\lll Im: ...... II"T. 
And it com'" in both lip6tkk form "".1 in 
p"'te rouge form in_many alluring- .h~':'eI: ... ' 
YQ"Il~eeithe"ro!l.""lhth~lIpllUld thecheri., 
And One application luts all '.:lay long. 
In it> allur~, it is typically, fIIirhdJy of 
PW. In it! virginal mod~ty, all nitunr,u 
This new e:reatinn forever banilhes the "jr"''''fill~-r~vilhing,:withouqevealing! 
"cheap", "hud";effi:o:t one lees ,<, often Do 11'1 .m .... t women everywhere ue 
today from un(onuQately ch,,~en make_ doing-aclopt Angdul Jt<n:ge lnc.rnlt. 
IIp~givea, inltead, In 2bllOllltl',Jy 114tfl.!'ai ,The little red hro: ,co.t> only a few c-eiits. 
Illld unardfidal color. The lip.tkk, the ~me,1J£ ~!l AmeH~an 
AI a telul!, whlle th..,. .. may. be, .ame made liP,tick. s,Ynu'l1 be .ma~ede 
queltioluu to what CIlllBdrutes GtJod Fnrm at whu it do~ for rnll, . 
*5 .. '00 "" ... ,10.01.1' ;". 'ow ~'1U",. ",,1on-l'Pl!o:/o' •• "~ PonT 
:l'h" LlII/,M B"'''f .. II~, s~1 ,~ .. b 
G"f~.~~i9~ 
N0 flEAS •.•. no li<:. , •• <;llil "ouibly _.p~ ... h"",~u 
<lUI< yo .... Pot wlth Pill •• .,. Non. ",.i~. \0 .. inhU_ 
Nvu <10, oab' ,,_octo )'<lor doJ: 00 <Of .&>.1"" til. 
"'""u.t> of S ... b~1 Ibe dOJUlot 01 ttpiwo"". whlrh an 
_h_ 
N •• ,. )'llu, pU ","Ic~. "'''nlh''''d Ito. jitnp]y eanb\:l' 
~e fi ... ; mi, ,now<fo:""n). "" ... dct abo _h'I~.,-4l,f" 
'0- roPollo." to Jlou th.1 tht}' keep "II' for do:,... Ahho>lllril ' 
d...&r:to _'Ie>, N,· •• ~''''.h .. "" yo .... ~ •• coif ~:;t!~i! ~~~~. Oda.loe. Th. ",~~. 1>iI:, 
Sold 00 .- tnOol:y..b>.~k _"I" til kiJl ill. <h~ J\cu 
... d IO:I! Olll'<>V pd. MP", .oho;> .. d~ .m .... ill .hoku-
til" CUI, ,OC; or from Wll1J ..... Co<>P'" .!I Ncpli.w"lnc.. 
11):1< .ClIlton .AYI:~ ,C~l;._ 
tit ilie opmtion, and anethl!!:' ~1it S<l 
badly it had to be diaear<.l.ed. These were 
eventually replaced, croeSbalO were fa&h-
ianed, and the required stnmds of sealskin 
lacing were cut spirally t:roJ;:t the faot!ess 
muk1uk5 w!)ich he hadonce hoped to make 
i,nto gauntlets. 
His bend$, when he aa9etllbled hie 
$labs, proved to be neither uniform nor 
sightly. But "he got the sled sections 
la~h«l togflther, with Diana's help, using 
'the heated eM of hill ax file to bum out 
the iliong holes and._ eount~ink the loop 
=\~:eili;~ fa~~ 1sou:n ~ 
would, Quite ,without i~.e lW! of metal. 
It was not a lovely thing to the eye, 
when he had finished. But he c.n:.mked 
with.icy when:, with hauling line atiathed, 
h~ tried it om: on the snow. It showed 
Itself to be strong and it proved Itaelf to be 
pliant, weU able to adapt itl\elf to the un-
even 1lUl'face! of a woodland trail. 
"This means we can travel again:' he 
proudly announced •. 
"How about)'out" loot?" asked Diana. 
She bad obserVed, .during the lMt few 
days, thtrt he t1O' longu-crawled about on 
all fours, trailinl( ilia bandaged member 
after him. Instead, as he sallied forth for 
wood and an occaslonal inapeetlon of the 
rabbit mares, he- hobbled about on ahoma-
'made crute:h: But hi!! poogrE:SS, through 
the1lnOW, impressed the watching Diana 
, as'Wth llI<m.and painful to watch. ' 
"We'l'e'going to t<Jl"get a.bout the foot," 
he proclaimed. "Tomon'Ow, in ifl,ct, I'm 
guing to pJa~ it up with balsam glltn 
and call it cured," ' . 
TIE WASanxioustQ.,i.e!:Un.lW'way again. 
ll. And his anxiety ,Diana a.!!sum,ed, was 
based en the thought of their dwindling 
food~suppJy, She had helpw out by a 
ptarmigan or two. Their rebbit snares, for 
all the tl;ne and tare bestowed on them, 
had. proved only moderat.ely Sll~ul.. 
But they were -glad of the ireah meat. 
~~=e=::al=~~~~ Ft>t LindaU $owed Diana. hoW the green 
pelts. wrapped clQ.&8 about foot 1!nd ankle, 
1l!Qlcled theIill!elv\'S !;Q the ~uired sha.pe 
and made a good ~bst\tllt!il 'fur stoclcinga. 
Any skinS that were '16ft OttI, her camp 
mate ~nted out, could be'Uved rorpatch_ 
ing parkas and the making of mittens. 
Bu.t tliere was no waste of either hide or 
meat. For hunger, by this time, alwlln 
wal.lIa:I btsida them.. They were never en-
tirely irlle from. the cravipg_for food, }\wt 
as they were never entirely -satisfied wi:th 
~~n:~~tee:~~:ly~~t~ 
~U:lf:n~ ~~~~;g?n~et~ 
their food with iIl'lpatient, hahds:, 
Linda\1 was rationlnz _out only two 
.grease cakelI 01" 'banno<:ks"ll, day, two salt-
1m and attenll.atOO. bannocks browned in 
II frying ,pan -frugally rubbed with what 
was left of his ~~ rind. Whe!l 
II rabbit or ,ptarmigan ClIme thelr way 
they stewed it long' and carefully in the. 
camp-'pot, along with -a handful of-split 
peal!, gnawing the last 6hred Q.f meat from 
the IXlI'Iee and licking, the la.at drop of 
gravy £rem·theit' fmgen.. But hunger. 
Diana discovered, coulIi make even pot 
waY}'- .and soorehed bannock lmltlliCrib-
ably sw.eet to th~ talIte. She. CQuld dream. 
oi 'it, wmpPed up in her worn blanket, 
until her droWllY, lips made. deglutitive 
D~ in the ~Ilence of the night. 
XV 
DIANA ~as not SQrtY when they moved on again. $hjl was IfT8.tefW that Lin-
daU could o;ICl'l more ;walk like a man in-
stead of creeping aoout on his knees like 
an' anintal. But he still limped, and .. the 
tnill ,his '/l!'lO'.fShoes- left across the un"' 
broken ldQ.pe!I oi wb)te wa& more l'I!qlen_ 
tine than usual. Whenhe$hQ.wedsigllS of 
w~DIana took her turn at the haul-
iog line. She learned the trick of leaning 
forwW:d ()lI her mowshoes, whom ure gol,ug 
was heavy, and letting her bndy weight 
fight iMut with the sullen. weight of !.he 
loaded ;$Ied. When. she .wil>ll too tired to 
: . 
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FIGURE 12 b 
THE NEW HARMO~IZING FACt POWDER, ROUGE. LlPSTICK,'EYESHADOW AND MASCARA 
••• A NATURAL MAKEUP," KEYED TO YOUR PERSONALITY COLOR •• ~.& .~ OJ!!~ r.l 
WTHAT makeup ~hall 1 "'~u? Wh4! wade. oj 
VV powde,', rouge, and lijntlek will he the rngS! 
he",'ming tc m~? How can r be sure the diff",en1 
,rJlo", willl.ok wen togelner? 
Women have aaked for years. You've wondered 
')"Q\mIolf. Right now, in youi hnndbag. probably, 
[here's Qn~ kind of puwder, a different hrllDd 01 
rouge, ~no(bor lip.:icl:: •.. B mllddl" of makaup 
.,. proof you'v .. n~v"r had II cenain mak.up guide. 
Boauty .pee;aliat. hue coned women hlonde. gr 
hrnnOI" .. -but what Qf the girl. wlth dark hair aud 
.)!ARV!n.GUS Fe,. 1'_., ... fon ... U .. J, 
~ .!I~.I .... lit"' ~I ,~b,'" ", ..... ".. . ... S~. 
ItIARVIII.OUS. JI •••• , .t>/ ••• !1.10 ... , ~ •• ~a. 
lull'l~I.~~.~ •• ".I~.h.. , . "~I 
1>IARVl;;1,O"US tip"'"'' 1M .. ~.mf ,,~ .. ,,< ... , 
,b., h.p.l" .«."'" ,,1!~, ... I"n... .. &1# 
M.41\v&l.01JS M .... <>r •••• ",.h, ... ~, of" 
1.~~1rln •• , .... p •• ·• •• Ifill! 
I<lAIlVELOUS e,.. S~.d~", ••• 1ft ..... , ... ,,"'" 
p .... #"', '.I'·I"'~. #>M.... . SS~ 
the color of lheir ,yes. 
The resulu hue hee" atn.azlng. Fa"e. Sland fonh 
in radiant new beo.uty",ompl"!e eol<lr 9)"lJlpllony. 
Women are dol;g~ted, enthusiastic. Beauty and 
faohion authorltiea, artia\!! ... CJlned u. 10 wil"eu 
!he tran~formation .• d,ive il profel'~i{)nnl allproval. 
No longer a~e hpa II glaring .plash. No longer 
do"" yow: rouge lignt yonr powder. If'. & ""mpletely 
natural mauup .•. R mahup thaI '$"Ioriftes 'j()a • •• 
the kind loday's amarlC5t wom~n are wearing. 
birskin? Tlhr"e caUed,wo,""" tYl"'"-but how!Q wear II ."ft hlue dre.,,- You kiln .... , if y<>ur eyes 
bow your type? are brown, thai when yon lIing an Ol1lnge ,carl If'S EASY TO IE LOVIilY NOWt 
HtRE'S /I. eUTAlN Kn 
Hud"ut £cienti.u havQ bc.~ &eekinc the .olu. 
ti~n, 100. They've ~lUdied blonde typos, brll"~IIO&, 
tit,ans, dllg deep into Tad~l Slral,,~ and beredlly. 
And $uddeJlly, stanlingly, 0\11 01 aJ] their iolemlfic 
l\!6es,cl\ stands forth nne amazing fact: 
Nature hi gi.~n every wOJnlln 11 peroonaiily 
color, a colnr dennitely relBud t:o uin and hir 
pillttlent.tion, a coler influcJ)ced by facrors 01 
r."redity. It's the ~olcr 0/ her e,'cJ! 
YOII know, yourself, when 1'<>" etop to ,hlnk 
About ii, that your eyes are your color, the real key 
ttl your he~uty. You know, if your eyea are hlae, 
that y<>u look YQW' mr~t dellghM belll wh~n you 
mBR 
u(>llnd your neck your whole p"roolla.iity quick""i. 
Th...., mingo }'<lU ClIn d~ v;ilh do,h28. Hudnut 
oclenrlm hay. proved you should d<.> them, '00, 
with your makeul', P",,,,,d if by keying 10 th~ 
baaie color &l1ain of your pe'S<lnalily. the COIOT of 
rour ey~" II eo",pl~lcly m~lch.d makeup ••• "n. 
mOl"lizing .h.de. 01 r.ce powder, rougt:., lip.lick, 
eye shdow, "'''Cllra. Proved it by leotin$" this 
makeup In a.lc~g, pal;~~l sel'ie. of eXllaTimenu, 
GIRlS TRY IT_ Wel IT! 
For months blond~>I, brunettes, redheads, girl, 
with frash. young. vivid {aces, women 0/ m~turity 
and di&tinction. have cmvded th~ Huduut labora· 
tori.,. ••• h".e tried this new harmonized make· 
Start today with anyone of the live MlIY\"<Ilou, 
Matched Makeup "lI""ntials", bn.ild yOIll" 0001' 
)lJete en$(>ll\blc oi thi. new makeup·that·ma.t.chc •. 
AM< for D!lES~lllO type, il your O)'et; are hlue; for 
, .. 'r!!!CIHI type, if your "")' •• are gray: URIS!.!.11 
type, jj yQur e1" are hrown; COST!:NIlN-rH type, 
if YOl1r ~yea are l,oz.t. YDW" drug o-r department 
tltOTe htG Msrvdaus, Ihe makeup keyed to the "olar 
of YOll, eyes, the lW~'/II"TI:HED Makeup •.. gMY' 
ante~d for P\lrity hy the "World.fam"u, hoo.e of 
Rkhord HudllUi. 
Don't delay tb~ ce,lainty that you lnok your ~ery 
be.t. Put aJl end I" :hapha. .... rd makeup. Key your 
makeup to the b~auty of 1~ur ey..s ..• Old new 
1.,,,,,1>'''''$ will be yo",. tonight! 
/' ,:,' ""' .. '. ~t' 1'J1 JUCHAll& HUDNV"" 
NiwVOIIK .. ' l'''tt~" ~O!iOON l{)lHlN!"(I. ,s·tftWMrA!IIES, ,I.\U'<::¢C1TY ::~tli11fl" .bA.I!C(lCKA .·.llUDAJ>tSl" 
!lAI'HOWU ,.S'I;{lNl'Y ,SI!Mi~J.lAl 11m Oli" 'At>1;I~n ' l\AV"MA, M(;fHII£\T ,¥{(NN~ AM!l.HRD"~M 
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UWeBuild. • By BOXHOLDER, R.F.D. 43 
I~~~ :e~'t:s er~~~~Jt~a~ ~~I~P~:I~~ 
location into an (deal f>E!tting for the new 
lwU(;e whi~h she dreamed one day should 
Teplace the old. And combing the Wilrld 
of J;l!cbit~ture lor a type, she came to 
the it'lescapable ded.siCt'I that the :-lew 
England scet'le demandg a Ne\v England 
hm8e. 
But :vIrs. B balked at the tyP'l in it. 
primitive lorm. She 10l'ee its inner vir-
tues· its spaciollSn,e\;I; ane logic of ar-
liUlgernent-but not its conventional 
exterior. Stone has high !eSthetic value, 
if there is not too mu~h stone. Stone, she 
argued. sllould be,jncorporated into the 
New England Colonial's broadside of 
frame. It disappointed her that the an· 
cien manner was scant of patterns like 
that. 
The house to which she Mt committed 
would be part stone and part f;wne-the 
stone tor a sense of stability and the com· 
bination for a sense of individuality. It 
would be placed on a knolliookmg nort!;. 
It should have a big living room from 
front to back on the ww; a dining room 
in front on the east; behind it a s~n room 
and a kItchen, both look:ng south. 
There $bould be a central ch:mney and 
a central staircase. Upstaira should be 
bedroornsand batnrooms ad lib, But, ~las, 
the dimensions were quite indefmite. So 
much so that every time Mre. B scrawled 
her Iinlt-flOOl' plan upon a scrap of paper ;t 
became evident that the home' would re-
quire tllbber or at lell$t sir,gularly elastic 
walls to accommodate that plan. 
We had this elusive layout. but no pIac-
tkal application 01 it until three Big 
Moment~ <m!iued. 
BIG MO!o1ENT Om:: Discovery in a 
friend's hOt,se of practically our rm;;t·J:loor 
layout in =e proportions. 
BIG MOMENT Two: Discovery in an-
other friend's house of an approVed up· 
stain layout-with exceptions. 
. BIC MOMENT 1i-lREE; DiS<:Qvery of a 
modernized Early AmePCIlIl type. reason-
ably combining $tOne and frame. 
Th~ae discoveries came so clooe together 
that our architectural fever immediately 
seethed. By good fortune we came at this 
time in touch with a man who had good 
Sen${! aoout architecture. He ~r,llsted 
with us. 
T~~ig:~l~:;:;e%of.~i~J;!! ~ 
optImist. The othet member of the ~ketch 
had hi~ mi$givit'lgs. By what contortion 
was an orphan first flO(lr ever to fit under a 
totally unrelated second floor: And evtn 
if so, rould they be in&erted into any 
desirable e~teri(): without bulging? We 
showered our requirements upon our 
amiable <trd\iter:t friend wi~h trullting-
abandon. 
"We like Clir. first f1oo,··but don't 
let the living room opc:n right into the 
kitchen; have an entry with a lavatory. 
Then we want five bedrooms and two 
baths upstaira. like George'$_hut look, 
the bathrooms go in t1'lt tear inatead of 
the :n>nL And there's to be a big attic 
With plenty of helght and chance$. for 
added lllee.pins: quarters. And a: basement 
garage lor two ""rs. We haven't two cars, 
b~t you never can tell." 
"Furthermore." the nthermembe:r look 
r.!p the housev,;:e's burden, '"tht first-
floor wall. want to be of rock, and the 
Iront gets an overhang wlth pineapples at 
101 
Dear . .. 
take that PAINT 
off your L1PS!" 
"TED had never spoken to me like 
thut "before! Bul after I saw my-
self in the mirror I knew he was right. 
My lipti did look PAINTED-COMMON! 
Just when I thought I looked my best!" 
Do yolO have that painted look_ 
perhaps without knOWing it? It's all too 
comm<Jn-and it'" onethingmensimply 
~annot stand! 50 forget ordinary lip. 
sticks! From now un_alway~ Tungee 
your lips. 
T angee cannot make you look painted. 
It isn't paint. It's a new discovery that 
orange. But put it on! Watch. it 
right before your eyes ... to the 
best for you. Whether you're 
b~unette or Titian-Tangee 
matches your individual complexion. 
Tangee is waterproof. It won't fade 
or smear. Its special cold cream base 
prevents chapping ... caking ... ugly 
lipstkk line. Aha, Tangee is really eco-
nomical-it bllts all day and all evening! 
TryTangee-today! It costs no mote 
than ordinary lipstick. At !lny drt.lg. 
gl.t'i or cosme!;c counter. Or ~end 1O¢ 
for Mirade Make-Up Set offered below. 
TRY rANGEE LIPSTICK AND ROUGE 
--·-s~"J l~ f"" MJrQd~ Md~·V~ s.,.··_·_· 
,""ol.,"t ",,,,p/,, o//ip<I/,l •• ,J ...... 
ThoGMKCE W. LUfT co. 
~l? F,~hA ... u., l< ... V .. k. N. Y. 
